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ABSTRACT

The development of mathematical models of the national economy
and the related problems of describing and explaining business cycles
form an important part of modern economics. The economic literature
contains many models of the economy. The nature of these models
exhibits amazing variety. All the models, however, have the common
property that they can in no sense be considered realistic models of
the economy - i.e., models which accurately describe the behavior of
the real world in some detail. The fact that a great deal of effort
ras been expended without yielding anything even approaching a realistic
model points out quite clearly the difficulty involved in constructing
such a model.

In this thesis we would like to review the well known models of

the economy in some detail. Both the mathematical development and the
intuitive foundations are presented. In studying these models we
attempt to indicate how they stand in relation to a realistic model
and in particular where they fail to be realistic. We also seek to
ascertain what there is of value in the models that might be carried
over into the development of a more realistic model. We in addition
point out certain attributes which it is felt any realistic model of
the economv must possess.

Chapter 1 deals with reasons for constructing models, classifica-
tion of models, computational problems, and simulation. In this chapter
the important concepts of nonequilibrium behavior, continuous succession
»f steady states. and the nature of true dvnamic svstems are introduced.

Chapter II presents four well known aggregated models of the economy
These are the Domar, Harrod, Tinbergen, and Klein models. The Domar
and Harrod models are very simple differential and difference equation
nodels respectively, which just study the behavior of investment and
income for an equilibrium economy. The Tinbergen and Klein models are
mich more complicated closed models which are usually referred to as
statistical models.

Chapter III discusses several differentiated models. These include
&gt;oth the static and dynamic Leontief models. A brief treatment of
the Walras equilibrium model is also given. The Dantzig model which
applies linear programming to a generalized Leontief model is also
treated. The von Neumann model of an economy expanded uniformly at
maximum rate is explained also. The application of relaxation phenomena
to dynamic models is also treated in this chapter.



Chapter IV discusses the most important work which has been done
in economics on the subject of formulating nonequilibrium dynamical
aquations. This is the work of Professor Samuelson and is concerned
vith dynamics and the related problem of dvnamical stability.

Chapter V summarizes what can be learned from the models which
have already been constructed and points out some of the attributes
which it is to be expected that any realistic model of the economy will
possess. The general conclusion reached is that all of the models
thus far developed do not even come close to being able to represent
the actual nonequilibrium behavior of the economy. It appears that
al though there are some general ideas which have evolved in relation
to these models which might be usefully applied to a realistic model.
there is really little if anything that can be directly carried over
into the development of a realistic model.

Thesis Advisor: J.W. Forrester
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Models of the National Economy

The construction of mathematical models of the national economy

and the related problems of describing and explaining business cycles

(refs. 1-4) form an important part of modern economics, These sub-

jects have long been of interest to economists and they have been

sursued with especially great vigour since the depression of the

1930's, It is not difficult to find models of the national economy

hich have been formulated. Indeed, the economic literature is replete

vith such models. Models have been developed which cover the range

from the very simplest imaginable involving only a single equation to

very complex models involving hundreds of equations. The variety that

axists in these models is amazing. There is variety in the underlying

assumptions concerning the model, variety in the scope and purpose of

che model, and variety in the type of mathematics which arises in the

formulation of the models.

The above paragraph might suggest to the uninitiated reader that

the accurate representation of the economy in terms of mathematical

models has reached a very highly developed state and little remains

to be done in this area. Nothing could be farther from the truth.

Although a great deal of work has been expended in developing models

of the economy, only the first feeble steps have been taken as yet

rowards developing a model which can in any sense be said to be an
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accurate representation of the real world. All the models mentioned

above, while having great variety in their treatment of the problem,

have one property in common =- they in no sense yield an accurate

and detailed model of the real world.

The fact that more progress has not been made in formulating

models of the national economy which are realistic ones merely serves

to point out the great difficulty involved in developing such models.

A moments reflection will indicate why this is so. When one considers

that the behavior of the economy depends on the whims and actions

of millions of consumers, on the plans of hundreds of thousands of

business men, on the actions of the government, on the nature of

each individual industry which makes up the economy, on the agricultural

phase of the economy, on the international situation, etc., it imme-

diately becomes apparent that it is a tremendous undertaking to knit

all of these together into a model which will give an accurate

description of the behavior of the economy as a whole and also of its

important segments as well.

First there are problems in finding relations which describe

the behavior of consumers and businessmen. There are also problems

in finding relations which accurately describe the operations of any

single industry, etc. Even after obtaining the laws governing the

operation of the economy, another very sizable undertaking looms ahead

when it is necessary to gather sufficient data from the real world

to accurately evaluate the parameters which must appear in the laws

developed. All of the above applied to the relatively simple problem



of describing a static economy. The difficulties are compounded

when an attempt is made to develop a model which is general enough

to describe the behavior of the economy over time. Technological

change now becomes important, peoples' ideas and desires change,

etc. Consequently we see that it is not at all strange that even

though economists have been working on models of the economy for a

number of years, no model has yet been developed which even comes

close to really describing the actual economy.

In the following pages we will frequently refer to what is

called a "realistic' model of the economy. It has already been

suggested that the models which have been developed are not too

realistic. Furthermore, in the future we will suggest that it is

desirable to construct a realistic model of the economy. It is

perhaps worthwhile at this point to suggest what is meant by

realistic. Clearly the designation realistic is a relative term.

Some models which have been formulated are more realistic than

others. Also, no model can be realistic to the most minute detail.

By a realistic model of the economy we will mean a model that

bossesses the following properties:

.. Is general enough to describe the economy in some detail.

Thus a model which just explains the behavior of a single variable

would not be called realistic, This idea of some detail is, of

~ourse. a relative statement also.

2. It must include both the production and consumption aspects

of the economy and explain the interactions between them.



The relations between the variables must be developed by

a consideration of the internal structure of the system and must

be capable of describing the system under all possible modes of

behavior.

+. Nothing must appear in the model which does not have some

correspondence in the real world. In particular, there must not

appear variables which cannot be measured, the model must not imply

decisions or circumstances which do not correspond to actuality,

and time lags and leads must be properly accounted for.

Reasons for Constructing Models of the Economy

Perhaps the most obvious reason for developing models of the

national economy is to gain an understanding of just how the economy

functions. A real understanding of the workings of the national

cconomy would, of course, be of great benefit to the country as

a whole, It would be most useful to the government in formulating

its policies if the results could be predicted with considerable

accuracy, it would be of use to business firms, and of course to the

consuming public as well. If the nature of business cycles was

thoroughly understood, it could be hoped that with sufficient educa-

tion, the government, industry, and consumers would learn to act

in such a way that these cycles could be largely if not completely

eliminated while still maintaining a free economy. At the present

time there is not even agreement among economists as to what suitable

policies and actions should be, and hence it is not strange that the

zovernment, industry, and consumers may not act in a way to head off

inflation, slumps, or other undesirable conditions.
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Certain of the models which have been developed abstract from

the whole economy just one or two variables which are felt to be of

crucial importance. These models then postulate a hypothetical

aconomy and show how the variables selected must behave in such an

aconomy. While these models are of importance in pointing up the

importance of certain variables, they fall far short of giving any

realistic picture of the entire economy. Indeed, the model may be

so hypothetical that the relations derived between the variables of

interest may not even have any application to the real world.

Other models of the economy proceed along entirely different

lines. They simply select a number of variables whose behavior is

to be explained. The variables are not independent, but some variables

depend on others of the variables. It is assumed the relations

between the variables are linear with the coefficient to be determined

by the data. Enough relations between the variables are found so

that the number of variables is the same as the number of equations.

In addition to the variables to be explained certain other "exogeneous

variables will appear. These determine the behavior of the system

through time. The constants which appear in the equations are

determined by statistical correlation methods. Such a model is then

said to explain the behavior of the economy. Even if these models did

succeed in giving the correct time behavior of the variables being

explained, which they really don't seem to succeed in doing very well.

they could not in actuality be said to explain the behavior of the

aconomy. If we are to understand the operations of the economy it is



necessary to have more than a set of equations. We must know why

the equations are what they are. One could make an argument for

the idea that if we have a set of equations which completely and

accurately represents the behavior of the economy, then this is suffi-

cient and it is unnecessarv to know whv the equations are what they

are. The counter argument is first of all that it is most

unlikelv that a correct set of equations could ever be obtained

without some understanding of what the actual mechanisms underlying

the operation of the economy are. The second counter argument is

‘hat presumablv these equations will need to be changed from time to

time and this will not be easy to do without understanding. A final

argument is, that without understanding, to make any decision at

all on the economy, a tremendous computation will need to be carried

out to see what the implications of this decision are.

Not all models of the economy are developed with the purpose

of explaining its behavior. Some models, for example, are developed

to be what might be planning models. With such models, one can

with use of an assumed bill of goods which consumers will demand,

determine what the production from each segment of industry in the

economy must be to meet this bill of goods. Such models are quite

useful to the government for planning purposes, especially in wartime

when the recourses of the economy are strained and it is desired to

produce as much as possible for the war effort. Some of these plan-

a1ing models go even farther and select the industries which will produce

and those which will not according to some optimization criterion.



Quite clearly, these planning models are not of too much help in

actually explaining the workings of a free economy. They would be

of much more value in a socialist or collectivist state where the

rovernment can make most of the important decisions.

Some models are developed to exhibit special properties of

hypothetical economies without having any immediate application to

the real world whatever. For example, one model was developed to

study the conditions under which an economy could grow at maximum

rate with each sector of the economy expanding at the same uniform

rate. Other models have been developed to study the conditions for

a stable economy - one for which the behavior of the economy would

ye such as to return to its original path of development after

being subjected to random shocks. Thus we see that models of the

national economy have been constructed with many purposes in mind.

In the following chapters examples will be given of each of the

above types of models.

Types of Models of the Economy

Models of the economy can be classified in many ways. They

can be grouped according to their purpose, for example, as was done

in the preceeding section. We would in the following sections like

to consider other methods of classification. Models may also be

classified according to the mathematics used, according to whether

they are static or dynamic (i.e., whether they explicitly involve time

or not), whether they are aggregated or differentiated, etc. Any model

of the national economy can be classified under each of the above

headings. By studying the various ways of classifying models we will

not only uncover the important aspects of any model of the economy,



but we will be able to deduce certain requirements which any models

which pretends to actually be a representation of the real world must

neet.

Ageregated and Differentiated Models

Any model of the national economy can arbitrarily be classified

as an aggregated or differentiated model. As the name implies,

aggregated models deal only with aggregate variables such as national

income, total investment, total savings, etc. The model attempts only

to explain the behavior of these aggregate variables. No attempt

is made to break down the productive capacity of the economy into

various subdivisions which are more or less homogeneous in nature.

Neither is there any attempt made at subdivision on the consumption

side of the picture. Consumers are essentially assumed to behave as

a single unit. It is immediately obvious that an aggregated model

does not allow a great deal of detail concerning the workings of the

aconomy to be included in the model. Since aggregate quantities only,

appear in the model it is to be expected that such models can only

in a very rough way be a true representation of the real world.

Differentiated models, on the other hand, do attempt to subdivide

industry and consumers into smaller more homogeneous units. In the

differentiated models thus far constructed, the main emphasis has

&gt;een on breaking down industrial production rather than on breaking

lown the consumption side. All industrial production, for example,

would be broken down into say the steel industry, chemical industry,

auto industry, etc. In this way detail concerning the nature of

the individual industry can be incorporated into the model. Variables

which might appear in such a model would be production for each industry

atc. The ageregate quantities dealt with in the aggregated models can



also be obtained in the differentiated models by summing over

rhe industries. It would be expected that a differentiated model

sould do a better job of explaining the behavior of the aggregate

variables than would an aggregated model.

[t is quite clear that aggregated and differentiated are only

relative terms. An aggregated model might have some differentiation

such as breaking production up into consumers goods and capital

goods. On the other hand a differentiated model must have some

aggregation for otherwise every single individual establishment in

he economy would need to be separately accounted for. It seems

reasonably clear that any model which will actually explain the

operations of the economy will need to be a differentiated model.

How differentiated it needs to be depends on how much detail one is

attempting to include. When a certain segment of the economy is

being studied it may be satisfactory to have considerable differentia-

tion within this segment and not so much in other segments. In any

event, it seems that in even the most realistic model of the national

economy there will need to be some aggregation. As will be seen

later, there are many problems involved in finding a suitable aggre-

gation scheme.

Open and Closed Models

Models of the national economy can also be classified as being

open or closed. By an open model we will mean one which treats only

the productive aspects of the economy and assumes that the demand or

consumption requirements are given and known. Such models cannot

interrelate production, employment, and consumption to give a complete
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picture of the economy. It is assumed that consumer demands are

&lt;nown and the behavior of the productive side of the economy while

striving to meet these demands is studied. There are also open

models which involve prices. These models usually take wages or the

value added by a given industry to be fixed and known. The model

then studies the behavior of the final prices of the goods produced.

The planning models of the economy always tend to be open models since

they are interested in studying how industrial production or prices

will behave when a given set of net requirements or wage rates are

given. It cannot be expected that open models can give a complete

description of the real world economy. They in a sense only treat

half the problem - they do not interrelate production and consumption

or prices and wages.

Closed models as the name implies attempt to treat the economy

insofar as possible as a closed system. This means that both the

supply and demand sides of the economy are included and interrelated.

In such a model one must hope to determine both consumption and

production (and/or both prices and wages). A closed model cannot be

completely closed. If it was, then the future of the economy would

be completely determined - and this is something we would certainly

not like to believe is true of the actual economy. The variables

which are completely determined by the closed model are called the

endogenous variables. The variables which lie outside the closed

system and are assumed completely independent of it are called exogenous

variables, These exogenous variables completely determine the notion

of the closed system (i.e., all the endogenous variables) through time.
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The concept of a closed system is then a relative thing. How closed

it is depends on how many exogeneous variables there are. In the

real world, it is hard to think of very many variables which are

completely independent of the behavior of the economy. The forces

of nature (weather, etc.) are the only apparent ones. To a certain

extent, however, it would appear that innovation and the development

of radically new ideas and processes are at least in part (although

certainly not completely) outside the system. A realistic model of

the economy can then be expected to have some exogeneous variables,

but in a complete model this number should not be too large. It would

seem desirable that a really useful model would have the property that

it could be opened at certain places and some variables could be

considered exogeneous in order to be able to study the behavior of

the system under different sorts of conditions.

Static and Dynamic Models

Static models are those in which time is not involved in an

essential way. Dynamic models involve time explicitly. Static

models can thus describe the economy only at a single instant of time

or over some short interval of time (perhaps a year). Dynamic systems

on the other hand, have built into them the provisions for allowing

changes with time. The difference between static and dynamic models

leads to a fundamental difference in the mathematics that must be

employed in developing the model. This will be discussed below. Systems

which are truly dynamic must involve the variables at two different

points in time. Static models can involve time, but in these models

it appears only as a parameter and not as an independent variable.

Any model which is static cannot give an accurate representation of
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the real world through time; a realistic model must be dynamic in

rature. Closely allied with the idea of static and dynamic models are

the concepts of equilibrium and nonequilibrium behavior which we will

now consider.

Equilibrium and Nonecuilibrium

Static models of the economy are always equilibrium models. As

in physics or thermodynamics, we can think of equilibrium as a state

in which there are no unbalanced forces acting on the system. Equili-

brium is essentially a static and timeless concept. A chemical reac-

tion has reached equilibrium when there are no net changes in composi-

tion with time (there are no net changes, but individual molecules

are imagined to always be changing). A bridge is in equilibrium under

the forces acting on it and does not change with time. Under certain

circumstances a system can be in equilibrium and still be changing with

time. For example, a ball rolling along a.frictionless table top

ander the action of no forces is in equilibrium. It moves with constant

velocity. This is a very degenerate case of dynamics, however.

A system which is truly dynamic moves under the action of unbalanced

forces. This would seem to be true whether economic dynamics or the

mechanics of physical systems is being discussed. Very few models of

the economy allow for the existence of unbalanced forces. Most of them

assume that at each instant of time there is a balance of forces. Thus

nore general modes of behavior of the economy cannot be treated.

This idea of assuming a balance of forces at each instant of time

can be approached in another way. Consider the diffusion equation
2 2

JT = 1 += ok 23
ox AY ot
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This equation represents, for example, the unsteady state flow of a

compressible gas through a porous medium. The above equation is truly

dynamic and represents the flow under unbalanced forces. Instead of

bringing in the time in this dynamic way, we can imagine a system for

vhich at each instant of time the forces will be balanced, but the

magnitude of the forces changes with time. In other words, we bring

in the time only through the boundary conditions say T(x,,y)= £,(0);

[(x,,y)= £,(t). Then the diffusion equation simply becomes Laplace's

aquation

/ —

An investigation of the conditions under which JT/ Jt can be dropped

from the diffusion equation shows that this can be done if changes at

the boundary are transmitted to the interior with a velocity which is

essentially infinite with respect to the diffusion velocity and if

disturbances on the boundary are propogated to the interior without

distortion of their amplitude. In other words the approximation holds

if there are no time lags and if there is no distortion of signals

or information which originates on the boundary. A flow in which time

appears only in the boundary conditions is called a continuous success-

ion of steady states.

The above ideas can be applied to models of the national economy.

A model which assumes equilibrium at each instant of time (no unbalanced

forces), I will call a continuous succession of steady states model.

Essentially (in part) what the model assumes is that there are no time

lags in the system and information is transmitted without distortion.

The continuous succession of steady states models, in a rough way, have

aquilibrium assumptions such as having supply equal to demand at each
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instant of time, full employment of each instant of time, or expected

investment equaling realized investment. In these equilibrium models,

mistakes are never made. Industry produces just what is going to be

demanded, precisely the right amount of investment is made, etc.

It should be obvious by now that a continuous succession of

steady states model cannot be expected to yield an accurate description

of the real world. The actual economy seems by no means to be a continu-

ous succession of steady states. If we abandon the continuous equili-

brium assumption, then it is necessary to formulate the dynamical laws

which represent the motion of the economy under the action of unbalanced

forces. This important question has not received very much attention

from economists as yet. I will call a situation under which unbalanced

forces are at work a nonequilibrium condition. It seems likely that

the problem of determining nonequilibrium behavior of the economy

will be at least as difficult as that of the laws of nonequilibrium

Thermodynamics. Any realistic model must be able to describe nonequi-

librium behavior. It must, as a single example, be able to describe

the readjustment process when there is overproduction in some industry.

Mathematics Involved

Models of the economy can finally be claccified according to the

type of mathematics used in the model. The models we will consider

in the following two chapters show that quite a variety of mathematics

can appear. There is clearly a very close connection between the

nature of the model as it could be described according to the points

we discussed above and the mathematics emploved.

Some of the models just involve a set of simultaneous linear equations

‘or more generally, nonlinear equations). Such models cannot be dynamic.



They are then either static or continuous succession of steady states

models. Another model is a linear programming model. Such a model is

clearly a planning model since optimization is involved. We would

not expect a realistic model of the economy to be a linear programming

model (or nonlinear programming model). There is no reason to believe

that some invisible hand is continually guiding the economy in such

a way as to maximize or minimize some function (such as utility, perhaps)

Other models involve a single differential equation of a system of

differential equations, while finally some models involve a single

difference equation or a set of difference equations.

As is well known, differential equations are used to represent

dynamical nonequilibrium behavior in mechanics. It might thus be ex-

pected that differential equations would be a natural means of exrressing

the relations between the variables in a realistic model of the economy.

[t must be recognized, however, that there is a certain lack of continuity

in the economy. Decisions on investment, etc. are not made continuously,

but at discrete times. When aggregated over a large number of such

decisions, however, the behavior comes rather close to being continuous.

Another means of representing dynamical behavior is by means of

difference equations. Difference equations change the variables on the

basis of a finite time step whereas differential equations induce con-

tinuous changes. If one imagines any variable written in terms of its

Fourier integral, the only difference between describing a variable in

terms of a difference equation and a differential equation is in the

representation of the high frequencies w in the Fourier integral

1 °° -iwt
(tt) = — F(w)e dw

(20 )_



The difference equation using a time interval At cannot allow any

Frequencies higher than 1/2At, The differential equation allows all

frequencies to appear. The very high frequencies are of no importance

in the economy since because of the semi discreteness changes do not

take place too rapidly. Hence either difference equations or differ-

ential equations should be satisfactory for representing the behavior

&gt;f the economy.

It should be noted, however, that it is to be expected that the

problem will be solved on a computer. In order to do this the differ-

ential equations must be converted into difference equations. Hence,

for this reason, if for no other, it would seem wise to begin the for-

mulation in terms of difference equations and avert the trouble of

converting differential equations to difference equations. There is

in addition a possible danger if someone not familiar with the system

makes the conversion because there are many ways of representing a

given set of differential equations as difference equations and the

answer can be dependent on which representation is chosen.

Time lags will be very important in a realistic model of the

asconomy since neither information nor materials can be transmitted

from one point to another in zero time. The proper representation of

time lags is then important in any model of the economy. In general.

there are two possible modes for representing time lags -- these are

discrete and continuously distributed time lags. The time lags intro-

duced in all the models that will be studied are of the discrete variety.

A discrete time lag is one where a variable at time t depends on the

value of the same or a different variable at time t', i.e. for example:
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As a more concrete example, suppose that it takes precisely three days

to process an order. Then if P. is the number of orders that are

finished processing on day t and R/ is the number of orders received

on day t', then

P= Reo
[f a certain order is shipped on day t and received on day t', then

there is a discrete time delay of t'-t in shipment. This can be

represented diagramatically as shown in Fig. 1.1.

drder
Size A

Shipped
|

Received

[]
|

Figure a

[n considering time delays, it can be imagined that the input variable

[ goes into a black box which causes some sort of delay and vields

an output 0, Itis convenient to imagine that the black box operates on

the input to yield the output. This can be represented symbolically as

1
5 I (1.2)

Jhere D is a symbolic operator. We have written the relation in the

above form because it is often more convenient to consider the relation-

ship between the variables in the form

DO =1 |
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[f there is a discrete time lag so that 0.=1I ,, then D is just a

shift operator D 0 = 0.

When the time delays are ¢”--~—ete as discussed above, then the

difference equations with a proper choice of the time unit can have

rhe form

' B B3 sees)

The smallest time lag then forms a natural time step in the integration

of the difference equations. No frequencies higher than Sh , At being

the smallest time lag will appear. Nost of the economic models which

we will study that possess time lags have the lags being multiples of

one year and hence the time step used in integrating the models is one

sear.

[t is not necessarily true that a time lag needs to be discrete.

For example, all orders received on a given day may not require the

same length of time for processing. Some may be finished at the endof

the first day, some at the end of the second, etc. Similarly, if a

number of orders are simultaneously shipped to several destinations,

they need not arrive everywhere at the same time. The pattern of receipts

might then look something like that shown in Fig. i.2.

II
ot.t,

”

-

i

fio. 1.2
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Thus the time delay is not fixed byt varies depending on where the goods

are shipped.

If now we are not interested in differentiating between the

destinations to which goods are shipped we can imagine receipt of the

coods in terms of a distributed time lag. Instead of discrete destina-

tions we might imagine a large number so that the distributed time lag

an be thought of as a density function £(t,t') with f£(t,t')dt being

rhe quantity of goods shipped on t' and received between t and t+dt.

The continuous case would then look something like that shown in Fig. 1.3.

f(t ¢')

Fig. 1.3

[f a total of x units of goods were shipped, it must be true that(assuming

all are received)

—

0

( f(t,t")dt (1.4)

[t is convenient to normalize f£(t,t') by defining

and hence

F(t,t') = f/x

( F(t.t')dt=1

(1.5)



Suppose we are shipping at a constant rate R(t'). The fraction that

will take t-t' to arrive is R(t') F(t,t')dt. The number in transit

that will take time t-t' to arrive is R(t') (t-t')Fdt. Consequently

-he total number in transit will be
00

Q = R(t") ( (t-t') Fdt
et

Let us define 1/\ as the mean delay time so that

Y = R/M\

Then from (L.7)
00

1/N - (t-t') F(t,t')dt
+1

» 8)

3» particularly simple class of continuous delay functions are

known as exponential delays. If we let I be the input as a function

of time (input rate of shipments say) and R the output rate (rate of

receiving orders, for example), then a first order exponential delay

is defined by the differential equation

lL dR
- Tr + R=1 (LM)

Let us attempt to evaluate the output response (rate) R as a function

»f time when x units are shipped at time t'. The input I is then an

impulse and can be represented by the Dirac delta function

0 t&lt;t'
— Jy ! * - pene[(t) =x {(e-t") = §(t-t') = £0 £2tb

t'+

( S(e-t"de -t!-

For t&lt;t'. R=0. For t&gt;¢' I=0 and we must solve

ar
It +NR=u

{1. 0)

R = R(t") e MEE )
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To evaluate R(t') we integrate (1.9) from t'-tet'+. This gives because

&gt;f (1.10) and since R(t'~) = 0

i 1
= R(t'$H) =x = N R(t")

3 J

R(t) = xe METED

[f a unit quantity is the input then
- t+!

R =A e A(t t )

(1.11)

(1. MN)

This is the response of first order exponential delay to a unit impulse.

Note that

00 00

A (t-te MEE) ge o | e Man = :
+1 o

lence \ is the mean time delay.

Consider now the case where I, the input is some arbitrary

function of t. Taking the Laplace transform of (1.9) we have

R- —L— 1
Gk s +1)

and using the inverse Laplace transform
Efe?

2(t) = ( ane MEE) pienyae
0

Thus if the response to a unit impulse function is known, the response

to any input can be found according to (1.13).

In addition to first order delays we can formulate what are

cnown as nth order exponential delays. To do this we just feed the

output from one black box representing a first order delay into another

one representing a first order delay. Mathematically the output R_

from an n order delay with the same A in each delay to a unit impulse is

L dR
\ dt + R= Ro-1 1)

1 dR~..3 _ wt!x df + Ry= (e-t")
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The solution to the general linear first order equation can be written

{= cC ME, A e Mt {= 2 dtn-1

By induction we easily see that R for a unit impulse at t'=0 is
n

R = Re 0 a At
n n.d

since

Bn A" eel ae AM (0 ght
dt = (n-1)! n!

and consequently (1.14) does hold. For an n order delay it is customary

to use as the mean delay time 2 times that for a first order delay, i.e,

AN = DN.
In]

There is an especially useful relation between the output rate

R for a first order delay and the quantity Q in the delay. Note that
t

0 = (I - R)dt

0

(1.17)

Jence from (1.9)
L

L dR 1 \( dt dt = x R(t) = G.-) (1.18)

since by assumption R(0) = 0. Consider now a second order delay. We

ran write

dR

-£ = 2\[R= R,] :t
I - ~\

NOW

t t L

At) = (I - Rydt = (I -R) = (R= R,) = K+ K,
0 0 nD

1.

R,
R1= « ~ K.= 2\[Q - K,] = 2A[Q - 7]

Ra _ 27 [2MQ = 2R,] = 4A[AQ- R,]
it 1.19)
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Similar type formulas can be developed for higher order delays.

Equations (1.18) and (1.19) are especially useful in actually working

with delays. Unlike discrete delays, continuous delays are more closely

related to differential equations rather than difference equations. In

order to properly represent continuous delays in terms of difference

equations there is no natural time step. Instead it is essential to

make the time step small enough so that terms of high enough frequency

can be included to yield an accurate representation of the delay.

In a realistic model of the national economy it is quite possible

that both discrete and continuous time lags will be important. When

there is considerable aggregation individual discrete time lags are

smoothed out to yield an essentially continuous time lag distribution.

Under certain circumstances, however, discrete time lags may still be

important.

It should be observed that just because a system involves differ-

ential or difference equations, that does notimply that the system is

truly dynamic. For example, if in some continuous succession of steady

states model two variables are to be equal at each instant of time, i.e.

S(t) = D(t)

then it must be true that the time derivatives are equal also

ds _ dp
4+©dt

In this way differential equations (or difference equations) can appear.

In mechanics, the basic equations are second order differential

equations. The coordinates correspond to levels (such as inventories)

in economics and the velocities to rates. Thus in a realistic model of

the economy we would expect the forces at work to directly affect the

second derivative of the levels and hence give second order equations.



This is true. However, in economic systems it is possible to imme-

diately carry out one integration and express the change in levels

in terms of the rates. In mechanics this would be equivalent to

Ly =

2

| v dt

The reason we can carry out one integration immediately is that forces

in the economy act to change rates and instead of requiring a finite

time to induce the change can do so essentially instantaneously, For

example, one can essentially instantaneously change shipping rates.

Production rates cannot be changed immediately in general and this

situation corresponds more directly to mechanics. In this case the

actual time required to induce a production rate change can be important.

In summary of the above discussion, we can say that the nature

of the assumptions which enter into any model of the economy are very

closely related to the type of mathematics used. We saw that it is

reasonable to expect that a realistic model of the economy would involve

a set of differential or difference equations. It was also observed

that time lags both continuous and discrete time lags can be important.

Use of Computers

Until as recently as four or five years ago economists were

severely limited in the type of model they could formulate if there was

any hope that the model could be solved. This led to the formulation

of rather simple and naive models. In addition, the models were almost

always linearized, i.e. to yield linear equations, or linear differential

or difference equations. It was recognized, of course, that the models

were oversimplified and that the linearized form was not necessarily a

good approximation. However, it was impossible to obtain any concrete

results from the model unless such approximations were made and hence they

were made.
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With the advent of high speed digital computers it has become

possible to solve, in minutes, problems of such a complexity that a

few vears ago the problem of solution was considered hopelessly diffi-

cult. The development of these computers has thus permitted the con-

struction of much more complex and realistic models than was heretofore

possible. The equations can be made as nonlinear as necessary and

with sufficient time available the computer can obtain the answer. It

does not seem that the development of computers has stimulated a

vigorous new approach to the problems of dynamic models of the economy

on the part of economists which might have been expected.

vhile present day computers have allowed a tremendous increase in

the complexity of problems which can be solved, one must be careful

to note that there are still many many problems which lie beyond the

abilitv of present day machines to solve. One such problem almost

definitely seems to be a comprehensive dynamic model of the economy.

[f the economy was broken down into just one hundred industrial subunits

with ten or twenty difference equations for each industry, this would

yield 1000-2000 simultaneous difference equations. We have not even

included the breakdown on the consumption side. The solution of such

a problem is quite a ways beyond the capabilities of present generation

computers. However. the rate of advance of computer technology is very

rapid and it is not unlikely that by the time a very general model of

the economy has been formulated, a computer will be available which can

handle it.

Simulation

Simulation is to a certain extent a new word for a very old idea.

The old idea is that mathematical equations can often be developed to

lescribe the behavior of a physical system. The new idea associated

with the word simulation is closelv connected with the use of computers.
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If we have a complex physical system, one possible way of studying

ts behavior is to actually build the system and operate it under

realistic conditions. When the behavior of the system can be accuratelv

represented by a system of equations (differential, integral, or whatever;

then another way of studying the system is to have a computer actually

simulate the behavior of the system by solving the equations. This

procedure has been used, for example, in simulating flights of guided

missiles. There are equations for the inertial guidance, for the auto-

pilot, the computer, etc. By simulating flights on a computer it can

be determined whether or not the autopilot is actually stable, etc.

Such a procedure is much cheaper than actual flights and can becarried

out under more closely controlled conditions. Simulation is a perfectly

good way of studying the problem, if the equations are correct. The

results are no better than the accuracy of the equations.

What realistic models of the economy attempt to do is simulate

the behavior of the economy through the use of mathematical equations.

Naturally planning models, equilibrium models, etc. do not attempt

to simulate the behavior of the actual economy. In using a realistic

model of the economy one would actually be simulating the behavior of

the actual economy for a given set of conditions using the computer.

There is a certain danger in these simulation methods using a

computer, It is very easy to reach a situation where the computer is

printing out reams of data which require an array of people just to

classify or plot. Much of this data turns out actually to be worthless

and this could have easily been seen ahead of time by a person who had

a little physical insight into the problem. There is the tendency

with simulation to let the computer do all the work, rather than having

sne attempt to gain an insight into what the equations actually mean



and from this be able to qualitatively predict what will happen under

siven conditions. As Prof. Gilliland has pointed out some of the

creatrst gains in chemical engineering have come about because someone

in computing something by hand had enough insight to see some general

relationship. With a computer printing out millions of numbers it

is verv easy to overlook such general relationships because one gets

lost in the mass of data.

Feedback and Control Systems

Another recent development in electrical engineering and mechanical

sngineering which is becoming of interest in economics is servo-mechanism

theory. The most important concept in servomechanism theory is that of

feedback, Feedback occurs in a svstem where there is what might be

called a closed loop. A change in the output of the system is through

the closed loop used to induce a further change in the system, Feedback

can be classified as positive or negative. If we are, for example, attempt

ing to control some variable, then if we use the deviation between the

actual value of the variable and the desired value as an input to reduce

the error we have negative feedback. Negative feedback has a stabilizing

influence. With positive feedback anv error is fed back to yield a

bigger error. Positive feedback can lead to an explosive situation. An

example of positive feedback in the economy is the wage-price spiral.

Any increase in wages tends to increase prices which tends to induce

another increase in wages. etc.

The uses of servomechanism theory in economics has been pointed out

in a number of references (refs. 5, 6, for example). As far as the develop

ment of a model of the national economy goes, it appears that the greatest

contribution of servomechanism theory will be to help in the understanding



of how feedback influences the behavior of the economy. Since

we are not trying to design an economy, servomechanism design prin-

ciples will not be of great use. Furthermore even if we were

attempting to see how the economy could be stabilized, we would expect

the relations to be nonlinear and the state of the art for nonlinear

servo theory is not very highly advanced as yet.

Industrial Dynamics and the Model of Interest

As Professor Forrester has pointed out (ref. 7), the survival

and health of an individual firm is very closely associated with the

economy as a whole. Consequently in assisting firms to make better

decisions and to operate more successfully, it is desirable to have

a model which accurately simulates the behavior of the real world.

Models which are planning models or equilibrium models are not so much

of interest as a model which represents in considerable detail the

behavior of the actual economy. In our previous discussion we have

developed some properties which must be possessed by any model which

is at all realistic. These properties include the following which

the model must contain:

.. It must be a differentiated model.

2. It must be a closed model.

3. It must be a dynamic and nonequilibrium model.

In our later discussion more properties will be developed which the

model might be expected to possess. We have also seen that in all

probability the model will be able to be expressed as a set of simultane-

ous difference equations (with, perhaps, some integral equations appearing’

Our cursory examination of models of the economy has made it rather

clear already that the task of formulating such a model is quite a formid-

able one. There is needed a detailed understanding of the operations



of ali industries, and understanding of how businessmen make

lecisions, of why consumers act as they do, etc. The dynamical laws

represented nonequilibrium behavior must be found. Enough equa-

tions must be developed to give a closed system. After the formula-

tion is completed, there will be large data gathering problems, and

mathematical problems concerned with determining the best values

of the parameters. Then, finally, there will be the rather large

task of coding the system for a computer and checking out the code.

In all likelihood, the initial formulation will not be entirely

correct and a rather long period of trial and correction will be

needed. Such an undertaking is something which clearly cannot be

completed in a few months or even a few years. It will require a

number of people working many years to complete the task.

The Road Ahead

[In order to better understand what economists have done in the

formulation of models of the national economy we will devote the

next three chapters to a review of the most important methods and

theory. As has already been indicated, there are many more models

in existence than could be covered in a work of reasonable length.

The number of very well known models is relatively small and many

of these will be discussed. An attempt will be made to give an

intuitive description of the model as well as to present it in mathe-

matical terms.

[n Chapter 2, aggregated models of the economy will be treated.

[he models discussed are the following:
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Domar

~

)
4 BB

Harrod

Tinbergen

nn Klein

While all the models are aggregated, they fall into two distinct

croups. The Domar and Harrod models are very simple models involv-

ing just a single differential or difference equation respectively.

They are equilibrium models and only attempt to discuss the behavior

of two variables -- income andinvestment. The Tinbergen and Klein

models are much more complicated and involve a rather large set of

simultaneous difference equations. They are closed models and do

allow for nonequilibrium behavior. These models employ the methods

&gt;f statistical multiple correlation analysis to determine the many

rarameters.

[n Chapter 3 differentiated models are considered. The models

treated are the following:

Walras' Model

Y Static input - output system (open and closed)

3 Dynamic input =~ output system

1 Dantzie's model

5 von Neumann's model

5. Relaxation phenomena

The Walras model is a static equilibrium model involving a set of

simultaneous functional equations. The static input-output system

is a planning model which requires the solution of a set of simultane-

ous linear equations to find the production or prices for each industry.

The dynamic model is also a planning model which is represented by a

system of first order differential equations. Dantzig's model is a

linear programming (planning model). Von Neumann's model is



essentially a game theory model and studies a special aspect to

equilibrium growth. Relaxation phenomena do not represent a special

model of the economy but instead represent one particular phase

of difficulty which can arise in any realistic differentiated (or

sven aggregated) model. It is illustrated by application to a

simple dynamic input-output model.

Chapter 4 discusses some of the efforts which have been made to

treat what is here called nonequilibrium behavior. This chapter

also mentions the stability problem. It is based mostly on the

work of Professor Samuelson.

Chapter 5 presents a summary of what seems to be needed in a

realistic model of the economy. The requirements are drawn from the

results of studying the models of the economy that have been developed

and what we know about the real world.



CHAPTER2

AGGREGATED MODELS OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

Introduction

In this chapter we would like to discuss several well known

models of the national economy which are very highly aggregated in

nature. By highly aggregated it is meant that the models deal only

with such aggregate quantities as national income, total investment,

ete. No attempt is made to break down the productive capacity of the

economy into various segments and to consider the interactions of

these segments as well as their individual influences on the whole

sconomy. Because of their aggregative nature, it is quite clear that

very little detail concerning the operation of the economy can be

included in the models.

The models to be discussed take various forms--one is represented

by a differential equation, another by a difference equation, and

another by a set of simultaneous difference equations. All of the

nodels are dynamic, but two of them are equilibrium type models

representing a continuous succession of steady states. Two other

models actually represent true dynamic behavior and allow for non-

equilibrium behavior. However, in the way in which they are formulated,

it is not easy to discern just what the dynamic laws are which are

implied in the models. All the models have the property that they are

linear models -= i.e. they involve either linear differential or

linear difference equations. Two of the models are statistical in

nature and rely on the methods of correlation analysis to determine

Du|
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the many parameters which appear in the model. The other models

have only a very small number of parameters and hence do not lean

heavily on the use of statistics.

We will begin by studying the Domar model of the national economy

which is perhaps the simplest of all the models to be considered.

The Domar Model

Introduction

The Domar model of the national economy (refs 8-10) concerns

itself with the problem of determining how investment must change

with time if a full employment economy is to be maintained. He

postulates a relation between the rate of change of productive

capacity and the investment rate and from this deduces how investment

must grow with time. This model contains only a very few variables

which are actually of interest in describing the behavior of the

economy and it attempts to shed light on only one very special problem--

that of investment in a full imployment economy. It is in no sense

a model which can "explain" the workings of any actual economy.

Domar's model of the national economy is a differential equation

model. This immediately implies the assumption that all changes take

place continuously in time and that decisions on such things as

investment are being made and altered continuously. For such a highly

aggregated model, this is probably not a really bad assumption.

The following assumptions are also made explicitly:

L There is a constant general price level
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2. No time lags are present

\ Savings and investment refer to the income of the same

period.

4. Both are net, ie. over and above depreciation

5. Depreciation is measured with respect to replacement costs

6. There exists a numerical quantity known as productive

capacity P which is a measurable concept.

Mathematical Formulation

Equilibrium is defined by Domar as follows: The economy will

be said to be in equilibrium when its productive capacity P equals

its national income Y. It is assumed that employment is a function

of the ratio of national income to productive capacity. Thus we

see that here equilibrium growth means a full employment economy.

It will be assumed that investment I = I(t) is dollars per

year of net investment at time t. The following quantity is then

jefined

5 . Fat (2.1)

[+ will be assumed that € is a constant. &amp; is a measure of rate of

change of productive capacity per unit investment rate. The dimensions

of &amp; are reciprocal time.

Now for equilibrium, the national income Y must be equal to the

productive capacity P, i.e.

(2 2)
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Thus to maintain equilibrium

df = dP
dt dt

(2.3)

(This is just the continuous succession of steady states idea). Domar

now goes on to relate the change in national income to the change in

investment. This just relies on the familiar multiplier theory i.e.

¥ - 1 di &lt;at I atc o&lt;4=l (2.4)

ol will be assumed constant. e{ is just the marginal propensity to

save. Combining (2.1), (2.3), and (2.4) we get

dl_
1t = OAL (2.5)

yr

[(t) = I(t,) expTa(t-t,) (2.6)

The interesting result is then obtained that net investment must

grow at an exponential rate to maintain full employment.

There are several important things with regard to (2.6) which

Domar does not mention. If national income at all times is only a

fraction of productive capacity i.e.

4 P 0&lt; 33 | (2.7)

then

I(t) = I(t,) exp A/? &amp; (t-t.) (2.8)

Since (2.7) implies that we do not have full employment, we see that

even so we still obtain an exponential growth law if employment is not

to decrease further.
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Let us now depart from the Domar model itself and consider what

happens if the equilibrium conditions are not satisfied. According

to Domar, if the growth is not exponential, then a continually greater

and greater fraction of the productive capacity will be left unused.

[f the rate of growth is greater than the equilibrium rate, then there

will be chronic shortages of goods. There is something rather strange

in this exponential growth law. If productive capacity is to grow

exponentially, this means that either the working force is growing

axponentially, the productivity per man is growing exponentially, or

some proper combination of these is taking place. Actually there is

no reason at all why such a phenomena should occur. The question is

then to point out where the difficulty is. Suppose we know that

necause of population growth limitations, and the fact that worker

productivity is not increasing exponentially that the maximum P as

function of time (Pp (t)) is known. Then for equilibrium

((t) = P_(t) (2.9)

and by the multiolier

r Ke

ar | , Sm
dt A Tt

t dP

I, 2 —— dt = A [P(t) - P_(to)]
uo

J

(2.10)

(2.11)

This equation determines the maximum investment that can be absorbed

by the economy. It means that for the case being discussed (2.1)

breaks down. In other words, the amount invested cannot depend on the
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rate of change of productive capacity as a direct proportion. Looked

at another way, if no people are available, one can try and invest

all the money he wants and the productive capacity will not change.

It then seems to me that this situation causes a breakdown in the

assumption of a constant price level. If more money for investment

is available than there is manpower to carry on the work, prices will

tend to rise and inflation will set in. We thus see that the Domar

model has some important assumptions in it which need not be realized

in the actual economy.

We have covered above the most important result of the Domar

model. Domar does introduce some additional mathematical developments

and for sake of completeness these will now be included. A new

quantity capital (K) is defined as the sum of all net investments

i.e. capital is essentially all the capital holdings of the economy

(buildings, equipment, ete.)

~t rb “Tho
K = K(to) + Ioe e dt =k, + or (eF- eF¥) (2.12)

where we assume I grows exponentially but not necessarily at the
Soy

equilibrium rate

[ = I. exp r(t-tn) (2.13)

and r is not necessarily the equilibrium value of TO". It is now

assumed that marginal quantities are equal to the average so that

1 CA. P-gs
K

(2 14)
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S is a new quantity defined by the above and is assumed to be a

constant. Then

+ I, exp r(t-t,)

go. Lo exp r(t-to) 1
L ZL K, + — [exp r(t-t,) ~1]

y (2.15)

(2.16)

Then

| Cn x
td K A

and
: i= x

[im 3 =
 tt “oo

ToT G
4

OD

im x Ee. o
to» P do

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

9 is called the coefficient of utilization. When the economy grows

at the equilibrium rate © = 1 and productive capacity is fully

utilized. When r falls belowOa fraction of capacity 1 - © is

gradually left unused. We essentially proved this same result in a

much more simple way when we showed that if a fraction /3 of the

productive capacity was to be used then it was still necessary to have

an exponential growth law. This additional analysis has shown what

the limiting ratio of income to capital, and productive capacity to

capital will be even when the growth is not an equilibrium growth.
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These results are not nearly as interesting as the equilibrium growth

law, however. It can be noted, incidentally, that the final limit is

independent of the initial value Tosp . Thus © can be approached

sither from above or from below. It is not necessary that this

system start from equilibrium. Secondly we note that (2.19) is

aquivalent to making the marginal equal the average since

dP dap
dp = /at sax = —/at = ag = P = 3
dK dt I K

(2.21)

Domar finally considers the case where &amp; &lt; S. He then claims

that I(S- &amp;) / S can be looked upon as capital losses which are not

taken into account in calculating income and investment. Capital is
defied

nowpas investment minus capital losses i.e. from (2.21)

 Kk. 1 I(59 _1¢
it a 3

(2.22)

, I

K=K +1 Q
0 Oo »S [exp r(t-t,) -1] (2.23)

Here again it follows that

tam K QQ « t «&gt;» P od (2.24)

This completes our mathematical study of the Domar model. His

main result was the exponential growth of investment and national

income as a condition for equilibrium. We saw that this might not be

consistent with population growth or the increase in worker productivity.
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The implications of the last part of his analysis are not so interest-

ing it seems as the first part.

In Figure 2.1 is given a block diagram of the Domar model. It

illustrates the closed loop nature of the model. This is our

interpretation--not Domar's.

Discussion of the Domar Model

The importance of any economic model quite frequently lies not

in the equations themselves but rather in the economic interpretation

of the equations. This is largely true of the Domar model. Clearly,

by any stretch of the imagination, the equations cannot be considered

to accurately describe the behavior of the economy. It is only in the

interpretation of the equations that one can hope to gain some insight

into the workings of the economy as a whole. As a matter of fact,

there are a number of interpretations which can be given to the

equations which have been set down. Here we shall present Domar's

interpretation. Later, in connection with the Harrod model, we shall

present Harrod's interpretation--which differs from Domar's.

To Domar (2.1) is a physical law stating that a certain rate of

investment I will bring about a certain rate of change in the pro-

ductive capacity. That is, investment influences not the productive

capacity directly but the rate of change of productive capacity.

Naturally it is not hard to question the reality of his proposed

physical law. Qualitatively it certainly seems reasonable that

something of this sort is true, however. In some vague sort of way

technological change and other neglected factors might be accounted

for by making G° a function of t.
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In Domar's model investment is not determined by 3. Instead

the investment rate is determined by (2.4) and then the basic equation

(2.5) comes about when Domar asks the question: How fast must income

(investment) increase in order that the productivity capacity will

always be fully utilized. We derive as a result of this model that if

income grows at the warranted rate, then businessmen act as if they

determine the amount to be invested from the rate of change of income

i.e

[1 oi
£ dt

As we shall see later Harrod begins by assuming that this is the way

husinessmen behave.

In general one would not expect that the same equation would

describe the change in productive capacity as a function of the

investment rate and would at the same time describe the mechanism which

leads people to invest. A more realistic representation of the

real world might have one (or perhaps more) equation describing the

influence of investment on the productive capacity of the economy.

This equation could easily involve a great many other variables such

as price levels, the use of the money to Ye invested (research or

capital goods), the nature of the industry, etc. Then in addition

there would be a completely different equation to describe the

behavior of individuals or organizations in making investment decisions.

These two equations could give rise to rather interesting and

complicated nonequilibrium behavior.
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while the Domar model in no sense is an accurate model of the

national economy, it does focus attention on one very important

variable--investment. It gives a result which seems to be at least

in part qualitatively correct. That is, in order for the economy to

be healthy, growing, and maintaining full employment, investment

should be an ever increasing function of time. If investment starts

to drop off the economy always seems to be headed for trouble.

Another assumption hidden within the Domar model is that the

aconomy will always correctly make the proper distribution between

consumer goods and capital goods which is needed for equilibrium

crowth. If this was not true, even though the economy had the

productive capacity equal to the national income, there would be

anbalances in both the consumer and capital goods markets.

As was mentioned in the discussion the model assumes that there

will always be sufficient labor available to allow for the exponentially

increasing investment. This implies that either worker productivity,

the number of workers, or some proper combination of both is growing

at an exponential rate. There seems to be no reason why in the real

world that this should be true. When it is not true then the model

breaks down (or according to the model the economy breaks down). It

was suggested above that the breakdown might be evidenced by an

increase in prices which violates the assumption of a constant price

level.
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Harrod!s Model

Formulation

We now wish to consider another model proposed by Harrod

(refs. 11-15). This is really very similar to the Domar model.

The Harrod model is based on a difference equation rather than a

Jifferential equation, however. This means that decisions are not

peing continuously altered in time, but instead are made at times which

are separated by equal time intervals. We will see that the results

are essentially the same as those given by the Domar model.

The equilibrium assumption for this model is slightly different

Prom the Domar model. Harrod assumes that equilibrium is given by

s(t) = I(t) (2.25)

where S(t) is the intended and realized net savings for the period t

and I(t) is the intended investment. This relation is not so straight

forward as it seems at first glance and its understanding requires a

brief explanation of ex ante and ex post values. The income Y for any

period is broken up into consumption and savings and hence we can

Jrite

V = C + S

This Y is also the value of the goods produced. These goods are

either sold as consumer goods, or investment goods, or are not

301d and hence appear as inventories (perhaps unintended investment

on the part of the manufacturer). Consequently, we can also write

r = +
-
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and hence at the end of the period or ex post savings is equal to

investment as definitional

S=1

This is not what (2.25) means, however, as we shall now see.

At the beginning of the period, i.e. ex ante, there is no

reason at all why savings should be equal to investment. In other

words intended savings need not equal intended investment. The

decisions to save and invest are often made by different people.

When they are not equal ex ante then the economy will automatically

cause unintended savings or investment. What Harrod really says is

that intended savings are always realized. Then if the economy is

to be in equilibrium, intended investment must be the same as

realized investment or intended investment must be equal to realized

sgvings.

Harrod next assumes that savings are a fixed fraction of income

1 , BB

S(t) = Y(t) (2.26)

where A. is a known constant.

The crucial assumption in this model is the one which relates

intended investment to national income. It is a relation which

purports to describe how investors decide on their intended invest-

ment. This relation suggests that investment decisions are based on

the rate of change of national income. Mathematically the expression

for intended investment becomes

&amp; I(t) = Y(t) - Y(t-1) (2.27)
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where &amp;~ is a constant. This relation says that intended (ex ante)

investment for the period t will be proportional to the difference

hetween income for the period and income for the previous period. The

relation (2.27) has come to be known as the accelerator relation.

We can now combine (2.25), (2.26), (2.27) to give

Sq y(t) = y(t) - y(t-1)

(1 -¢-".) y(t) - y(t-1) = 0

(2.28)

(2.29)

This is a linear homogeneous di’fecrence equation of first

order. The solution is of the form

v(t) = cat (2.30)

Substituting into (2.29) gives

(1 -g-a) a -1]a’ 0

w Da J

(2.31)

(2.32)

Then

y(t) = volt" (2.33)

since at t = 0, y = y,. It should be remembered that t is not

continuous but takes on discrete values. Since

I(t) = &amp; y(t) (2.34)

ve have

t

I(t) = I (72) (2.35)
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If we define

1
M = S1 — (2.36)

We can then illustrate graphically the behavior of (2.33) for the

various possibilities of M. These are shown in Figures (2.2)-(2.5)

on pages 2-17 and 2-18.

Having seen how Y behaves for various values of M, it is now

Jesirable to decide what the economic meaning of the various cases

is. It will be recalled that M = (1 ga) t. Equation (2.27) does

not require that" be either greater than or less than 1. On the

other hand ¢X{ is expected to be between 0 and 1. If ox &gt; 1 and

M &lt; © then Y oscillates between positive and negative values.

This i$ not permissible if Y is measured in absolute terms. It could

have economic significance, however, if Y was measured relative to

some level Y . When J oC &lt; 1 then M &gt;1 and an explosively

increasing Y is obtained. In order to have 0 &lt; M &lt;1 it is

necessary that of or CG be negative. If people saved less, absolutély

as income went up, for example, then © could be negative. Thus it is

also possible to leave 0 &lt;M &lt; 1 and have Y decrease with time. It

will be observed that the solutions to the difference equation

were richer than the solution to the differential equation of the

Domar model.

We thus see that the Harrod model also yields an exponentially

increasing national income in the normal growth situation. This model

is based on the same sort of equilibrium ideas as the Domar model.
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It assumes that population increases or worker productivity increases

will allow this to take place. If not, then the model breaks down or

according to the model the economy breaks down. Of course, the Harrod

model is essentially the Domar model in discrete form. By the mean

value theorem--

Y(t) - Y(t-1) = Atah (2.37)

where 3S lies between t and t - 1.

/ dao I(t) = ax (2 )

C= SY\y+ This is almost the equation used by Domar.

(2.38)

here ¢;

Introduction of a Time Lag

As Harrod formulated his model, investment for the period t

jepended on Y(t) - Y(t-1). However, in reality, the investor will not

know Y(t). Suppose we then construct a new model in which we introduce

a time lag and have the accelerator relation given by the following

axpression

a I(t) = Y(t-1) -Y(t-2) (2.43)

In doing this we are developing a model which is quite similar to

the Samuelson-Hicks model (refs 21-22). Combining (2.43) with (2.25)

and (2.26) we obtain

J &amp; Y(t) -Y(t-1) + Y(t-2) = 0 (2.44)

Ne now have a second order difference equation to solve. Trying a

solution of the form at gives the following characteristic equation

Jjo—a -a+1=0 (2.45)
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= —_— + —— -a * rE J1 bao

The general solution is of the form

y(t) = c a + cat

(2.46)

(2.47)

Let us now investigate what kinds of solutions we can have.

Suppose that oc &amp; .25. Then the radical has a real root and we end

up with both a, and a_ positive and ) 1. In this case we have exponen-

tially increasing solutions which look just about like the case for

M } 1 in Fig. 2.2. Now suppose that qo = .25. Here our method of solu-

tion given above gives only one of the two solutions. As we might

axpect from the theory of ordinary differential equations

ol
t

3

should be a solution. This is easily seen tu be true since the charac-

teristic equation is

ota’ (t-1)a + t-2= 0 t(oga’- atl) +a - 2 = 0 (2.48)

[his is true since whene oa = .25, a,= 2, Thus the general solution

y(t) = alc + c_t] /
F
£ 9)

which is also exponentially increasing.

A very interesting case arises when go &gt;» .25., Then a, have ima-

xinary parts, i.e. they are of the form

a.= e + id

A complex number can also be written in polar form,

a,= R(cos 8 = i sin 6)

2, 2.3 -1 d
R = ("+ d")2 3; 8 = tan =

Fa-

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)

Thus the solution for imaginary roots can be written



rt) = c R (cos 8 + 1 sin 0) t+ c_R"(cos 8 - i sin o)t (2.53)

® c,R" (cos to +1isinte) + c¢_R%(cos tO - isin t 8)

= RE[ (c+) cos t ® +1 (c,-c) sin t 9]

y(t) = RE[A cos t © +B sin t 9] (2.54)

Now for

250a

2

and one has y(t) increasing exponentially but with oscillation. A plot

of y(t) may look like that shown in Fig. 2.6

TOT

3  Od y

and y(t) is decreasing with oscillation.

shown in Fig. 2.7.

y(t) may then look like that

From our new model of the national economy we have obtained es-

sentially the same results as those given by the more simple Harrod

model, The only difference lies in the values of aq o for which changes

from one type of behavior to another occur. We now might ask what the

physical interpretation of the change from growth to oscillation.

Essentially what the results say is that if savings are too large a

fraction of income or if income changes too much for a unit investment,

the economy will be unstable. We have thus seen that introducing a

time lag did not bring about any funds that were new,
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Discussion of the Harrod Model

Harrod's model like Domar's singles out one particular variable

in the economy for study. Just as for the Domar model, this model

could not by any means be taken as an accurate representation of the

sconomy. It does, however, point out a result which seems to be at

least qualitatively in the right direction. The variable selected for

study is national income and the question asked is how fast must income

grow if desired investment is always to be realized. The result is an

exponential rate of growth - the same result obtained by Domar.

While the analytic structure of the Domar and Harrod models is very

similar, it is in a sense true that the basic economic assumptions

are rather different. Realized savings and investments are always equal

as we have seen previously. If then, intended savings and investment

are not equal either intended savings will differ from realized savings

or intended investment will differ from realized investment. Harrod

assumes that savings intentions are always realized (certainly in the

real world there is no reason why this need be true). He thus places

all the burden of any difference between intended savings and invest-

ment on unintended investment. It is supposed that the savings intended

and realized for any period are a fixed fraction of the income for that

yeriod.

The next important assumption introduced by Harrod is that of the

acceleration principle. This principle is an assertion on how investment

decisions are made. It suggests that investors act collectively in

such a way that their investment decisions are a constant multiple of

y(t) - y(t-1). This quantity is the only thing which determines intended

investment. Clearly this is a tremendous oversimplification. At least
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in a qualitative way, however, the greater the rate of change of

national income, the more one expects investment to be.

The equilibrium assumption introduced in this model is that desired

investment is realized. This is, of course, a continuous succession

of steady states type of equilibrium. We can rather easily see in-

tuitively why the model yields the results it does. The realized

investment will be a fixed fraction of income. If the realized invest-

ment is to be the same as intended investment there must be a certain

rate of increase of income. Hence as income increases the rate of

change of income must also increase and the result is an exponential

crowth of income.

When the economy departs from the equilibrium behavior the Harrod

model no longer holds and we have no way of saying what will happen.

Harrod assumes that if the rate of increase of income becomes less

than the equilibrium rate, then g€nterpreneurs will become pessimistic

because they overproduced in one period and will keep the rate of in-

crease of output below the warranted rate so that things will.get worse

and worse. Conversely Harrod assumes that if income grows faster than

the equilibrium rate then there will be ever increasing underproduction.

In general then, Harrod feels that if the economy ever deviates from

the equilibrium rate of growth, then things will get worse and worse

and furthermore it will be very difficult to get the economy back to

the straight and narrow path again. Thus in the view of Harrod equi-

librium growth is not stable; the slightest shock can send the economy

on the road to ruin. There are no built in mechanisms which will in

ime straighten things out again.
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It would be thought that a more realistic model would be obtained

Lf a discrete time lag of one period was introduced into the invest-

ment equation since investors really can't use the income of the present

period in their decisions. Some might feel that a continuous time

lag distribution would be more appropriate. This may or may not be

so in a model so simple as time. A discrete time lag of one period

was introduced and it was found that the resulting curves were qualita-

tively the same as for the model without a time lag. Thus qualitatively

the time lag did not change the behavior at all. There was, however,

an important change in the value of qo for the point of changeover to

oscillation. Without the time lag in order to obtain oscillation it

had to be true that cx » 1. In the model with a time lag co needs only

be greater than .25 to have oscillation. To have y decrease expon-

antially with time it is still necessary to have qo { 0. Thus while a

time lag does not change the qualitative behavior it changes the points

at which there is a change from one type of behavior to another.

If income is to actually increase at the equilibrium rate then it

must be true that the accelerator relation which determines how investors

will know which to invest must also be the relation which tells how

productive capacity changes for a given amount of investment. Here again

as in the Domar model, we have the same relation describing the

rechnological and psychological aspects of investment.
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Tinbergen's Model

Introductory Remarks

The Tinbergen model of the U.S. economy (1919-1932) is a statistical

model. It was carried out under the auspicies of the League of Nations

(ref. 23) and is the most pretentious attempt yet made at applying

statistical correlation methods in the testing of business=-cycle

theories. No claim was made by Tinbergen that the model could be used

for predictive purposes. It was set up simply to "explain'' the behavior

of the American economy in the period 1919-1932, The model is an

aggregated model and deals only in aggregate quantities. No atttempt

was made to break down the economy on the productive side into different

industries or on the consumption side into various types of consumer

groups. The most interesting thing about the model is that both the

supply and demand sides of the economy are considered. In all the

other models, except Klein's, the demand is either assumed given as a

function of time or is ignored completely. These are then only partial

models of the national economy since they do not explain the connections

between supply and demand. Tinbergen on the other hand does relate

what consumers spend to their income and their income to what is

produced, etc. so that all variables are related to other variables in

the system. In this way a closed system is obtained which allows a

fairly thorough test of the gross behavior of the economy in terms

of the basic relations between the variables which are postulated.

The general procedure in developing a statistical model is to

begin with certain functional relationships between the pertinent

variables. These functions involve certain unknown parameters which

are to be determined statistically from known data. A typical functional

relationship might be of the form
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(2.55)
3 —“—
x 1s a vector of variables and @ is a vector of parameters to be

wef
determined. From sets of observations we have sets of data (y',x),

the number of such sets usually being considerably larger than the

number of variables to be determined. Ifthe deviations are defined

7

c= wr! - oy 1 ry?=! « £(x| a) (2.56)

the usual statistical procedure (although by no means the only con-

ceivable one) is to determine a so that the sums of the squares of the

deviations is minimized.

In theory this process could be carried out for an arbitrary func-

tion £, Practical computational difficulties usually require, however,

that £ be separable, i.e.
ro =p a

f(x | a) = 2 84 (xy | &amp;))

and furthermore that each 8; be a polynomial in @,, i.a.

8 (x;|@p) "3 % %1
Even a form which is this complicated is usually too difficult to handle

and one ends up assuming a linear relation between the variables

= I z =o x
y =Z qx; =a . (2.59)

It is important to point out several things about statistical

nodels, The first has to do with the way in which the initial variables

are chosen. A choice can be made from the use of some econometric

model or they can be determined simply from trial and error to see

shat gives the best fit. Similarly the functional relations between

the variables may be the resuit of theoretical reasoning, empirical

observation, or just a wild guess. As was mentioned above, the relations
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between the variables are often taken to be linear just to simplify

the computations. Criticisms are often leveled at statistical models

on the basis that there was no real model building. Instead some

guess was made as to the variables involved, a linear relation was

assumed between then and then the constants were determined statistically.

Certainly there is room to criticize such models but it is really not

the statistical part that deserves criticism. As was noted above statis-

tical methods can be used to determine the parameters in any model. The

ase of statistics implies nothing about the linearity of the functional

relations in the model, the manner in which the relations were derived,

or anything else, The parameters in any model must be determined in

one way or another and it seems that the use of statistical methods

would prove to be an excellent way to determine them if it is not possible

to compute the values from theoretical arguments.

Tinbergen, in order to simplify the numerical computations does

approximate all the functional equations involving the variables by

linear relations. He does, however, introduce time lags, and the

cumulative influence of the variables. Consequently he ends up with a

system of linear difference equations, the constant coefficients of which

vere determined from a statistical analysis of the data. It should be

recognized that just because a linear relation between the variables is

being assufeed, that the time behavior of the variable being predicted

is not in \ eneral linear. It can be anything, and the relations

between the computed and observed values of v often look like those

shown in Fig. 2.8
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It will not be possible to present the Tinbergen model in any

detail since Tinbergen himself requires about 200 pages to do so.

In total his model involves about 69 simultaneous linear difference

equations, Too much space would be required here even to wiite them

down and define the variables. About all we can do is give examples

from several broad categories of equations and in one case illustrate

the type of reasoning which led to the formation of a typical equation,

We will also consider briefly''the final equation' of the system.

The general procedure for constructing a model such as the one to

be described is partly a matter of trial and error according to Tinbergen

dne begins with some variable whose behavior is to be explained. Then

one tries to think of all the variables that should influence the given

variable, On computation of the parameters one can attempt to decide

Lf the variables selected really do explain the time behavior of the

given variable. If they do we are by no means finished. We then think

of all the variables which explain the behavior of the variables in

the first equation (which in turn explained the behavior of the given

variable). This process is continued until as many equations are ob=-

tained as there are variables, When this is accomplished a closed system

nas been formulated. By elimination one can then hope to obtain a

difference equation which involves only the variable whose behavior it was

originally of interest to predict, known constants, and perhaps some

function of time. The above is the procedure actually carried out by

Tinbergen.

Simple Example of a Closed Model

It might be helpful to illustrate the construction of a closed model

in a very simple case since it will not be possible to show the actual



nodel in complete detail, This example is one given by Tinbergen.

Suppose that the value V_ of investment goods produced during the

beriod t depends in a linear way on profits one time period earlier

Z :
e710 Lee

/.= Bz, _4 (2.60)

Both variables can be imagined measured as deviations from some

'normal™ and 8 is a constant to be determined. By statistical analysis

ve find the best value of 3 to be .2. Further assume that consumption

outlay U. is the total of

a) total wages L,

b) a term €12, 1 indicating that profits are only partially consumed

and that the marginal propensity to consume is ¢,. There is also a lag

&gt;f one period.

2) a term €o(z _¢- z, 9) indicating that speculative gains also

influence consumption outlay. Speculative gains are supposed to be

proportional to the rate of increase of profits since share prices are

assumed to be a linear function of z_ and since a lag is again assumed

to exist. Consequently we obtain

Up= Let €12 qt (217 2.9)
Statistical analysis indicates that €, = .4, €,= 1. Finally we have

a definitional equation which indicates how profits are computed

zZ,= U.+ V.- L. (2.62)

Ne now have a complete system since there are three variables U,V...

L. to be eliminated and there are three equations which can be used to

perform the elimination. Using the value of U,.- L, from (2.61) in

(2.62) and (2.60) for V, we set

= (B+ gt €) 2,1" €9%c.9

1s the final equation, This is a second order difference equation and

7 (2.63)



consequently z can exhibit a cyclical behavior.

[f no time lags were introduced into the system, the speculative

erm would disappear and the system of equations would become

Ve= B z,

Ue= L+ €12,
Z, = U. + Vv - L.

3 PP Ww -

Elimination gives

&gt; (L-e-B)

and since (1 - €.- B) #0 7» = G0, i.e., the system always shows the same
4

normal value of the profits (z, was a deviation from normal value). No

cycles would occur unless the extra-economic data determining the

normal levels showed cycles.

The Tinbergen Model

With the above introduction, let us now discuss the actual Tinbergen

model of the U.S. economy. The first set of equations are those which

are purely definitional in nature - as for example, in our simple

illustration, the definition of profit. It is not true that all these

definitional relationships involve the variables in a linear manner.

When they do not Tinbergen simplifies them by linear relations. As an

example, by definition it is true that

A = .0156 c'n + —S- BY
Lb .

where A is the assets held by individuals, c* is the number of shares

of stocks held by individuals (nominal value), n is the average share

price, pt is the nominal value of bonds held by individuals and my is

the bond yield and finally c is a constant. The factor .0l56 must be

included $ince the absolute price level of shares in terms of nominal

value was 1.56 in 1926, when the share price index stood at 100, This

relation is not linear, but Tinbergen approximates it by the following
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linear relationship

A = 1.50 ci+ .90 B+ .84 4 - 15.0 m
(2.65)

The constants were determined to give a good fit to the data. Just

what the theoretical ustification for such a changeover is does not

seem to clear. However, the linearized approximation does fit the

data of the period very well,

The next set of equations involve the demand equations for goods

and services. A typical equation in this set is the one explaining

consumers' outlay. We will here go through the ''reasoning which led

to the development of this equation,

Tinbergen indicates that the following variables, by a priori reason-

ing, seem to be of importance in explaining consumption

a) Wages and salaries (L+ L)

b) Urban non-workers income E

z) Capital gains G

d) The rate of increase in farm prices poe pt, as an indication

of speculative profits, which are not included in E but may nevertheless

have influenced consumption (agricultural prices have been selected

because they are sensitive to speculative influences).

ge) Some measure of the degree of inequality of income distribution

for which Pareto% a will be used. It might be injected here that

Pareto’'s law is

N o= ALY

where N is the number of persons with income &gt; x and x = income (as

shown by tax returns).

f) Cost of living bo

&gt;) A trend, standing for slow changes in habits, population growth

and ohanges in population structure.



It is suggested by Tinbergen that some of the variables, especially

E might be lagged. It is to be expected that the signs of all regres-

sion coefficients except the trend must be positive, i.e. an increase

in any of the variables should increase consumer outlays. This is

immediately obvious for E and G. For p, the theoretical possibility

exists of a negative influence. A negative influence model imply, how-

aver, an elasticity of total consumption which is larger than one, and

this is not pleasing to any economist. An increase in ¢¢ means a decrease

in concentration and consequently it is logical to expect a positive

influence of @ on consumption.

On determining the regression coefficients it turned out that those

corresponding to ¢ and a lagged value of E were negative instead of

eing positive as expected. For this reason ¢ and E 1 do not appear

in the final equation. Tinbergen tried six different combinations of

variables. Within each set he was able to determine several different

values for the regression coefficients because some of the variables

showed a very high intercorrelation., He eliminated a number of cases

because the marginal propensity to consume was greater than unity.

After some more considerations he finally chose the equation

0 = EL = 195 (Lt L) + J7E + .28 G + .05 (pT-pl)) + .03p + .37¢

where U' = total consumption expenditure, Ep - farmer's consumption

expenditure. We went through all this discussion not only to show how

Tinbergen obtained his results, but also to show the tremendous amount

of work that was required just to develop one of the equations.

The next set of equations are the supply or price equations for goods

and services. A typical equation here is one explaining the wage rate.

The equation finally obtained is

asd. = ,52 (u + Vv) + .67p + .39¢t / /)
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is the wage rate, u = quantity of consumption goods and services

produced, v = volume of production of investment goods, p = cost of

Living.

The final set of equations describes demand and supply in the money

and capital markets. A typical equation here is that explaining the

supply of bonds. It is

2
B = -1,7 mF 07¢t + 4.,3¢t

This was obtained by integration of two equations giving the changes in

corporate and government bonds. Tinbergen points out that this is

almost a trend and hence replaces it by

B = 4.88¢t. (2.68)

Having set up these equations, Tinbergen then had a closed system

for the endogenous variables. The system was not causal, however, in

the sense that it was completely determined by the initial conditions.

There were certain variables, which we shall discuss later, which had

to be considered to be outside the system but which did have an important

influence on the time behavior of the model.
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The Final Equation

The next problem after development of the closed system of equations

is to attempt the elimination process to obtain the "final" equation.

There is, of course, considerable freedom as to what variable will be the

one to appear in the final equation. In any event, when there are so

meny equations, it is a tremendous task to carry out the elimination.

It was not possible to carry out the elimination directly. Tinbergen

was forced to make further simplifications. He dropped all the trend

terms (this means that the results are then deviations from some straight

line) and he dropped the cumulants (integrated variables). The final

aquation he obtained is then

445 20 = ATT 2. - .098 2% + .007 2, + .012 27, - .135h__ - .OT7 h_,

305 h + .T4 (Au+P)-.0(Au+P) -.822f¢f + .315 £_, (2.69;

which can be simplified to read

c c c c c

zp =e Zp te zy +e zg +e ZT., + £1) (2.70)

This is a fifth order linear, non-homogenous difference equation with

constant coefficients in the variable z° (net income of corporations).

The driving function f(t) prevents the value of 2° from being completely

determined by the initial conditions. This driving function contains the

exogenous variables which help determine the behavior of the system. We

zan write

P{(v) = AU + HO « F Su 1 (2.71)



AU = 1.66 (Au+P). -.9 (Au +P), (2.72)

and represents influences coming from changes in the gold stock A U and in

she autonomous component P (Federal Reserve Banks holdings of securities,etc.

0 = -.303 hy = .AT3 hb,,- .685h, (2.73)

and depends on the number of houses in existence two to four years previous

to the period under consideration. Because of its influence on the actual

building volume, this number acts on the present value of z.

FF represents those factors, chiefly climatic, which change crops; i.e.

f= -1.847 £, + 708 £, (2.74)

where £ is the agricultural supply available for the United States market.

Finally Tinbergen throws everything else in R and says it is an

agglomerate of a non-discernible multitude of disturbances which, each in

itself, seem far less important then the three types mentioned above, but

vhen taken together may still be important.

The function f(t) introduces no difficulties when the economy is

neing studied in retrospect for then f(t) is known. However, if an attempt

is being made to use the model for predicting future behavior of the economy

we run into some difficulties. It is necessary to know f(t) for the future

periods of interest. However, in general, we cannot expect to know f(t)

for the future (at least with any great accuracy) and consequently even

Lf the model was absolute truth we would run into some difficulties in

applying it. Tinbergen did not run into these problems since he was not

so brash as to attempt to use the model for predictive purposes.

Summary of the Tinbergen Model

[he Tinbergen model is perhaps the most complete model of the national



sconamy ever presented. It attempted to present a closed system for

the endogenous variables. There were certain exogenous variables which

were considered to be outside the system, but which did have a definite

influence on the time behavior of the model. Consequently, the future

behavior of the system was not completely determined by the initial

conditions.

This model of the national economy cen be represented as a set of simul-

taneous linear difference equations. The unknown parameters in each

equation were determined by statistical multiple regression analysis using

known data over the period of interest. All relations among the variables

were taken to be linear relations. Economic theory was introduced only

to suggest what variables might be {mportant in explaining the behavior

of a given variable. No attempt was made to study what the actual func-

tional relationship among the variables should be. Quite frequently a

trend (a term containing time) was introduced to make things come out

better.

Even though the Tinbergen model is quite pretentious it is still an

aggregated model of the economy. No attempt was made to break down the

productive capacity of the economy into somewhat more homogeneous units

such as steel, autos, chemicals, etc. Any detailed model would, of course,

require such a breakdown.

It is then possible to question how well the Tinbergen model repre-

sents the real world on several accounts. First, even though an appeal

was made to economics to determine what variables were important we can

still question whether they are really the correct variables and further

whether all the important variables were included. Even more serious is
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the assumption of linear relationships between all the variables. This

may or may not be a good assumption, .but certainly it was not proved to

be good simply because by using certain regression coefficients the calcu-

lated values approximated reasonably well the observed values of the variables.

A good theory would indicate not only what variables are important but also

the functional relationship between the variables. One can also question

the introduction of trends to help make things work out right. In doing

this no indication is given as to just what factors bring about the trend.

Finally one can question the aggregation introduced and the lack of provision

For technological change, etc. (except for trends). Needless to say,

technological change is not easy to predict, but it cannot be ignored.

Tinbergen is somewhat justified in omitting this since he was not interested

in a predictive model.

The Tinbergen model is in some sense gy other dynamic, and hence allows

for nonequilibrium behavior. Supply is a function of certain variables in

the model, consumer expenditures depend on certain variables, and investment

depends on a group of variables. However, there is nothing in the model

which implies the equilibrium condition that supply exactly equals demand

Unfortunately the relations between the variables were not developed from

an attempt to understand the inner workings of the system, it is not at all

clear that the nonequilibrium behavior allowed for in the model has any

real meaning. In fact, one might even question whether it is ever possible

to represent the real world in such a highly aggregated form. If the nonlinear

feedback effects are important, it is unlikely that one can obtain even a

reasonably accurate representation of the system simply by attempting to fit



curves to the variables representing the overall behavior. It is also

mecertain as to whether or not the exogenous variables have too much

influence on the system. If they completely determine its behavior, then

the model would not seem to be of great value.

The Klein Model

Introduction

The Klein model of the U.S. economy (ref.24) is another statistical

type model. Again it is a closed model except for certain exogenous

variables. It, like Tinbergen's model, is an aggregated model, which

includes both the supply and demand aspects of the system. As with the

 I'inbergen model, it is assumed that all relations between the variables

are linear relations. Statistical multiple regression analysis is used to

determine the unknown parameters by fitting to known data. The only differ

ence between the two models lies in the variables selected and the number

of difference equations in the final system. Klein's model is attempting

to explain" the economy for the period 1929-1952, which is, of course, a

different period than that to which Tinbergen's model was applied. The

{lein model is an attempt to revise and extend the Tinbergen model to apply

to the period following World War II. It is also an extension of Klein's

carlier model (ref.25) of the U.S. economy which covered the period

1921-1941.

One of the main differences between the Klein model and the Tinbergen

model is that Klein feels that disposable income is the crucial variable

in the consumption equation, not just income as in Tinbergen's model.

Disposable income requires the introduction of taxes which did not appear in
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the Tinbergen model. Instead of speculative profits, Klein substitutes

liquid assets. Also Klein introduces specifically the number of workers.

which did not appear in the Tinbergen model. Nothing concerning the construc-

tion industry appears explicitly in the Klein model as it did in Tinbergen's.

Finally, since the Klein model is not so detailed as that of Tinbergen,

or because it applies to a different period, nothing appears about the gold

supply, total long term debt short claims, etc.

The Complete Model

Since the Klein model does not have nearly as many equations as the

I'inbergen model we can present all the equations. We will not attempt to

present all the reasoning which led to the development of the equations,

however. In general the reasoning reduces simply to trying to justify the

ise of the variables selected. The model contains twenty simultaneous

difference equations. They are

Consumption Equation:

Cp = +
t “ho TA - - we -0 1(W + Ww T,)4 +o (P 5, T)4 +z (A Tas

FA Si, toh (Lrg (NO) + U (2.75)

C = consumer expenditures in 1939 dollars

v= deflated private employee compensation

i = deflated government employee compensation

¥. + v - Ty = deflated disposable employee compensation

P = deflated non-wage non-farm income’

5, = deflated corporate savings

 Pp .: S =~ T_ - deflated disposable non-wage non-farm income



+2

A = deflated farm income

A - Ty = deflated disposable farm income

L = deflated end-of-year liquid assets (currency, bank deposits, saving

and loan shares, and U.S. government bonds) held by people

NS = number of persons in the U.S.

J = random disturbance.

This equation can be compared with the Tinbergen counterpart given by (2.66)

The Investment Equation:

P+L, =p. +B, (P+X+D-T -T,), +8

— B (dp), +B, kK _ +B; (Ly),_~+U,

A+v-T, = Thi,

(2.76)

[ = gross private domestic capital formation in 1939 dollars

D = capital consumption charges in 1939 dollars (depreciation)

Ly = average yield on corporate bonds

K = end-of-year stock of private capital in 1939 dollars

I, = deflated end-of-year liguid assets held by enterprises
A

The Corporate Savings Equation:

(8)¢ = Yo * YS (P, -T), +Y, (P, -T, - 5S) toy +Y5 By + Ug, (2.77)
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P_ = deflated corporate profits

I, = deflated corporate income taxes

3 = deflated end-of-year corporate surplus

The Relation between Corporate Profits and Non-wage Non-farm Income

The relation between corporate profits and non-wage non-farm income

is taken to be

(P.), =5, +S. BP +3 P,_. Iu
7
&amp;

(p.: (8)

lhe Depreciation Equation

0, = EL,+cK + XK. 1) + €, (Y+T+D -W)., + Ug, (2.79)

Y +T+D ~-W = private gross national product in 1939 dollars
2

Demand for Labor Equation:

WD = f+ 1, (Y+T+~D - W)., +f. (Y +T +D = Wie, * rt + Ugt (2.80

= time trend

The Production Function:

(XY +T+D=W) =p, *y, [nu =) + Mg + Ne | . 9 ” K, + Kies

L +t
M3" +0,

h = index of hours worked per person per year

Ny = number of wage and salary earners

Ns = number of government employees

Ng = number of non-farm entrepreneurs

N. = number of farm operators
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[he Labor Market Adjustment Equation:

ot i, =6 +8 (N= Ny = Ng = Np) +6 p -P, )
t-1 Tes

2.1 + Un (2.82)

 Ww = index of hourly wages

N = number of persons in the labor force

N = Ny - Ng - NL = unemployment in number of persons

p = general price index

he Import Demand Equation:

(Foy = 2% + on, +W

OF) + Unt

ul Tp = Tp) B
Poh P1 | 4

(2.83)

Ts = imports of goods and services in 1939 dollars

Pt = index of prices of imports

Af )

“bt «Ty ~-T,- T, = deflated disposable inccme plus corporate
savings

he Agricultural Income Determination Equation:

(12)Oopajt TX, |W| { +W_ +P-8,-T -T°

£, w -w» PB, -T, ~ Tp) £
ra

P +x. (F,), -2.) gt Ey Ug

—
a

t-3

(2.82)

0, = index of agricultural prices

* = index of agricultural exports

P-S -T, -T, = deflated disposable non-farm income.



The Relationship between Agricultural and Nonagricultural Prices

[f the government is successful in its price support policy, there

vill tend to be a relationship between agricultural and nonagricultural

prices. Hence the following relationship is assumed:

Pade = no tA, Py tA, (Palio, + Up (2.85)

The Household Liquidity Preference Equation

Following Keynes, the authors recognize that liquid assets may be

2lassed into two parts: 1) transactions balances proportional to income

and 2) idle balances. The transactions balances consist of currency and

hecking accounts. The idle balances (speculative portion) are assumed

to depend only on interest rates. If M, is the transactions balance and

Ww + Ww +P +A - Ty = I, - S, - T,); 1s the deflated disposable income,

chen it is assumed that

(W +W +P +a  Cr Sp = T,)

r 4 (a constant)

Then

XL Di - MH (w + W &gt; «~Zy «7 = Sn=T

is a measure of idle funds. Hence the final relation assumed is

fL ) A so =AW + +P +A - IT, = Ty, = S T,) bp = talyEF |J. = 4 [ Gp), we naL LS

(2.86)

i = average yield rate on corporate bonds in percent

.© = minimum possible interest rate
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The Business Liquidity Preference Equation

EL), vr =v tye - Peo) tVEED +N, GE) (2.87)
[he Relation between Long and Short Term Interest Rates

(i) = Jo tS Eis +d Ug) * Ui (2.88)

Che Money Market Adjustment Equation

(1), ~ (1), - 0 EE R, nN i)
i C u 15%(i)
3 t-1

(2.89)

R, = excess reserves c¢” banks

Definitions and Accounting Identities

5. +I. +G, * (Fo), - (F.), =Y +T, J
k (2.90)

Gs = government expenditures for goods and services in 1939 dollars.

Fe = exports of goods and services in 1939 dollars

I' = deflated indirect taxes less subsidies

w ), + w), +P

h, _t _ Ln

+ D, (N), =(W). = (vy

-D -K,__ =I -D,

3, = B,__ = (S,),

(2.91)

(2.02)

(2.93)

(2.92)

Properties and Prediction

Klein points out that from the purists' point of view only variables

resulting from natural forces, such as climate and the weather could

legitimately be considered exogenous variables. He decided to classify

all variables in the public sector as exogenous. These include all the



tax variables and government employee compensation and government expendi-

tures. Variables determined by forces outside the country are also

considered to be exogenous. These include exports of farm products and

of goods and services. Variables having to do with the population and

the number of people in the working force are considered —— too.

Finally, the index of hours worked, the excess reserves of banks, and the

time trend are consdered exogenous. All the other variables are endogenous

and are determined by solving the closed system. The exogenous variables

prevent the system from being deterministic and serve to move the system

throuch time.

fhile we indicated at the beginning that the model contained a set of

simultaneous linear difference equations, it is worthwhile to point out

that not all the equations are completely linear. Equations (2.83), (2.84),

(2.86),(2.89),(2.92) are not quite linear, but with some slight changes they

could be forced into a linear form just as Tinbergen did with a number of

relations. Klein makes a point of the non-linear relations and the fact

that the final equations for forecasting Y and p are non-linear, These

equations are

y, (a, + amp) +a, +a, p, te’ = 0 (2.95)

4 —— —
b +b 2 x 1 =

o, Po 1 By PPL). +b, 5 4D LL) +g + Dr F +Dg T= 0

[he equations were not derived directly from the model, but involve addi-

tional assumptions concerning taxes, etc.

Klein felt that their model could be used for the purpose of forecast-

ing economic activity, and a considerable amount of work was done in testing
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the model. Two different approaches were used for these tests. One

approach was to wait until the information concerning the exogenous

variables became available for the previous year and then compute the endo-

genous variables. These could then be compared with the values actually

observed. The other approach, which is the one that is predictive in the

true sense of the word, attempted to estimate the values of the exogenous

variables for the coming period and using these estimates calculate the

values of the endogenous variables.

The first approach is clearly not really predictive. The period being

studied must be past before the model can actually be used since it is

necessary to know the actual values of the exogenous variables. Using the

model in this way eliminates one source of error, however, since correct

values of the exogenous variables are used. When the model is used in the

true predictive sense and it is necessary to use estimated values of the

exogenous variables, then the answers obtained may be incorrect, either

because the model is not accurate or because the values of the exogenous

variables were not estimated correctly. The model could give an absolutely

precise representation of the behavior of the economy and yet incorrect

answers would be obtained because the exogenous variables were not correctly

predicted. Consequently accurate prediction with the model not only

requires that the model correctly represent the economy but also that the

exogenous variables be correctly extrapolated.

The Klein model, all in all, could hardly be called an unqualified

success. In fact, the results were in many ways quite disappointed. For

axample, in a number of cases the parameters were not large relative to



their standard errors, residuals were rather large and by no means completely

random. These discouraging aspects of the model showed up in its predictive

ability. For example, the earlier Klein model (ref.25) was tested by Christ

26) for the year 1948 against two naive models. One of these naive models

simply assumed no change in the variables from 1947. The other naive model

assumed that the change from 1947-1948 was the same as from 1946-1947.

3oth of these simple models overall did a better job than the Klein model

in "predicting" the results for 1948. Thus in a real sense the Klein model

can be said to have failed. The later Klein model did not fare much better.

[he results were not too good, even for prediction in retrospect; i.e., after

the values of the exogenous variables were known. Even more discouraging

vas the fact that it seemed that as each new year's data came in it was

necessary to competely recampute all the parameters since important changes

took place in them. This of course completely eliminates any possibility

-hat the model could be used even for moderately long range prediction.

The same criticisms that were leveled against the Tinbergen model can

pe carried over to the Klein model. One can question the choice of variables.

the assumption of linearity, the introduction of time trends, etc. In

addition, if the non-linear feedback loops are important enough, it may not

be possible to describe the system under all conditions, no matter what

type of relations between the variables are assumed with a curve fitting

rocess is used to determine the constants. It is not necessarily true that

it is impossible, however. Similarly, to mention another cbjection which

vas not indicated in connection with the Tinbergen model, if distributed



time lags are more important than discrete time lags, then.as was

indicated in Chapter 1, the time step must be small enough to include

the high enough frequency terms to represent the time lags correctly.

Jnder such circumstances using the time lag for the time step may be

much too big. This may or may not be a valid objection against the

Klein model also. Perhaps smaller time steps would be needed.

All the problems encountered in the Klein model serve to point up

the extreme difficulty incurred in attempting to devise a model which

accurately simulates the national economy. The task of devising such

a model will be a great one. None of the models considered thus far

come anywhere close to meeting this goal. None of the models studied

in the following chapter will either. However, the differentiation

of industries introduced in the models to be studied in the next

chapter will, it seems, be certain to be a part of any model which

accurately represents the real world.



CHAPTER 3

DIFFERENTIATED MODELS OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

{ntroduction

[n this chapter some well known differentiated models of the national

aconomv will be studied. Rv differentiated models we will mean models

in which the productive capacity of the economy is broken down into

various sectors. Each sector is supposed to represent a fairly homogeneous

sroup of products. For example we might divide the economy into steel,

chemical, aircraft. etc. production sectors. Obviously there is essen-

tiallv no limit to how far this process can be carried. In theory one

could go so far as to treat every organization separately. Clearly, with

this sort of breakdown, a lot more detail can be put into the national

sconomy than was possible with the highly aggregated models. Since each

segment of the economy will tend to use products made by the other segments

it is possible to study how changes in some one segment will influence the

thers and the whole economy.

The models to be considered here will be both static and dynamic,

i.e. some will consider changes with time while others will not. All

the models will be linear in some sense or other. Some of these models

make use of mathematics which until a few years ago was not well known.

The models will involve certain aspects of game theory, linear programming

and relaxation phenomena. All the models involve some notion of equili-

brium existing. This equilibrium may be static or a continuous succession

of steady states.



Walras Model

We will begin with a very brief discussion of a model formulated

by Walras (refs. 28-30) in 1874. This model is only of historical

interest and hence we give only the bare outlines to illustrate how

it helped influence the development of later models.

Jalras assumed that there were n factors of production which could

&gt;e classified into the three categories of land, labor, and capital.

These factors of production were combined to form m commodities. They

vere to be consumed in the same period in which they were produced. Let

£, be the total supply of productive factor i and 3 4 the quantity of

broductive factor i needed for one unit of commodity j. Then let y.

re the quantity of each commodity desired. Thus it must be true that

JOY in matrix notation

2 a,.V. ..¥,
i ij73~ i

A r
Cy

i=1, » nN

(3.1)

where A is the matrix ll 2; 5 I « Walras in his formulation assumed that

strict equality held. The above is then a system of n inequalities in

the m variables Ys The X,, however, are unknown as well as the Y;

Let 2, be the unit price of factor i and p, the unit price of commodity

i Then we must have

2 in matrix form

5  i BiSPy

Al ~P n

y ® 41]

(3.2)

where A' is the transpose of A. Again Walras in his formulation assumed

chat the equality held. This is a system of m inequalities in the n

7ariables P.. The p . however, are also unknown.



[f we assume the equalities hold in the above expressions, we have

2+m equations in 2mt+2n variables. Walras now assumed that there were n

aquations of the form

i= F(Byse.00Pp, Pps eeeeP ), Fe
and n equations of the form

£,- G (P,P, PysesesP),
* nN (2.4)

These equations relate the supply of the productive factors and the demand

for the commodities to the prevailing prices of both. We now have 2mt2n

equations in 2m+2n unknowns. One might then hope for a unique solution.

Ne will not attempt to consider as Wald did the conditions under which a

unique solution exists. In actuality Walras took the price of one commoditw

to be unity and hence ended up with 2m#2n-1 equations and unknowns. It

seems unnecessary to do this; however, it does simplify things a little.

We will not attempt to discuss any further the Walras model. It is

interesting, however, to compare it to the well known Leontief model

Jhich we will now consider in some detail.

The great contribution of the Walras model lay in the formulation

for the first time of a set of equations representing the general equili-

rium of the economy. From these equilibrium equations the quantities of

the productive factors used, the amounts of the commodites produced, the

&gt;rices, and wage rates could, in principle, be determined.



The Static Input-Output System

Introduction

A very interesting and much used model of the national economy was

formulated in the 1930's by Professor Wassily Leontief of Harvard

(ref. 9, 28, 31-32, 36). This model is often referred to under the

title of the input-output system. The model we will consider here is a

static model. It does not consider the change of the economy with time.

We will later present a dynamic generalization of the input-output model.

There are two forms of the static model that we will consider. These are

~alled the open system and the closed system.

Before considering the open and closed systems we will give a brief

introduction to the philosophy of the model. The input-output model

visualizes an economy in which the productive capacity can be broken down

into segments called industries. Each commodity in the economy is

&gt;roduced by a different industry. Each industry uses only one process

of production. The productive process of every industry is one in which

inputs are combined in fixed proportions to produce a commodity. These

inputs to any industry are produced by other industries except for the

inputs which come from outside the economy. It is the object of the model

&lt;nowing certain production coefficients to find the output of each industrv.

In other words the model makes the following assumptions:

| The economy can be broken down into a number of industries. Each

industry uses only one method of production and produces a single product.

2. The ratio of the output of an industry to any input factor is

1 constant,



[n addition to these, another important assumption is also introduced:

3. Everything that is produced is used in the period and exactly

anough is produced to meet demand. This is the equilibrium condition

ised for the Leontief models. Other more specific assumptions will arise

later. We will now consider in some detail the open model of the

national economy. This model has found greater applicability than the

~losed model.

The Open Model

The open model is one in which we assume that we are given a bill

of goods which indicates the net (consumer) demand for each product,

It is desired to compute how much of each product must be produced to

meet this bill of goods and to satisfy interindustry transfers. Let X,

be the total output of industry i and let YX, be the final net demand for

the product of industry i. This final demand includes everything but the

quantity of product i used by other industries. That is Y, includes

consumer demand, government demand, quantity needed for foreign trade,

etc. X and Y. can be expressed in any units desired; they are generally
3

axpressed in monetary units, however.

Now let X be the sales of industry i to industry j. It can also

be thought of as the number of units of i sold to industry j. This will

depend on the physical dimensions used. We then introduce Leontief's

assumption that input is a fixed proportion of output. This is written

mathematically as

OF id oa
¥ 11

(3.5)

The quantity a, . is assumed to be constant and must also be known to

solve the problem.



We next introduce the equilibrium assumption that everything produced

ls used and enough is produced to meet demand. Thus the total output

of industry i must be the final net demand plus the amounts sold to other

industries. This can be expressed as the following set of equations

Bum Bye Bypm ses= By = YY

&amp; | oo x TY cesesTX, = Y,

+7 aTy Xx =Ynn -

The X,. represent the amounts used by the industry i of its own product.

The assumption concerning the nature of the production process as

given by (3.5) can now be entered into equations (3.6). The new set of

equations is

X,(1-a,,)- aX," eees™ 31.8," Y,

a, Xt X,(1-a,,)- see” a, X = Y,

1 1
_ 7)

a .X - aX, crn at (l-a ) =Y

This can be written in matrix form as

(I -. A) X = Y (3.8)

here

\ |=, |, 1 S$. (3 9)

[ is just the identity matrix.

Now if the matrix I - A is nonsingular (we know it must be square

since the number of products is the same as the number of industries)

there is a unique solution to the set of simultaneous equations given by

T(r -a" T .

(3.10)



lhe properties of the matrix I-A have been studied thoroughly and

many learned theorems have been proved. We shall not discuss these

here but instead refer the reader to the book edited by Morgenstern

(28 ). If Aj are the elements of (1-8), then we can write the

following set of equations:

A. Y,
1i' 3] r

\ ~~ 1)

wv

The total production of each industry i is then given as a linear

combination of the Yo which are the known final net demands. This

model is called an open model because we are free to specify the

bill of goods representing final demands. The answers obtained will

depend on the bill of goods specified.

A similar type of model can be set up to find the prices

(accounting) of each product. If we think of the a. , previously

defined as the number of units of i required to produce one unit of

i we can write
n

Pp 2. a..P. +R, (j=1.2....7)
1-1 11 1 1

2 wf

m

 oS 5)

where P. is the unit price of j and R, is the value added by the

industry per unit output. Thus we can write the above in matrix

orm as:

 a &gt;

(I - AY oF (3.3)

where A' is the transpose of A. Now since I = I', we can write

——— —
i "P =R(I ~~

PZ ra -at wen ~2
F

.



since for any matrix B,

 "

- —

n

Hence P.= ZX A,.R. j=l,..n
J 1-1 1] 1

(2.15)

where the Ay are the quantities defined previously. The B, can be

broken up to include the value added by labor L, and the non labor

value added C Thus

R.= L.+ C.

Uses of the Open Model

 vr
wr

~

We might now consider briefly how the open Leontief model can be

used. Before any use can be made it is necessary to collect data to

jetermine the coefficients of production. This is often done by

setting up a table listing the sales of each industry to every other

industry. After finding the total production of each industry the

coefficients a; can be calculated using Equation 3.§ . It is clear

that the construction of such a table is a tremendous undertaking. For

a subdivision of the economy into 200 industries a total of 40,000

interindustry sales figures are needed. Some of the entries are zero

and others are of negligible magnitude. Others can be found quite

2asily and accurately from the Census of Manufactures and similar sources.

Other figures, however, are very difficult to track down. The diffi-

culty lies in the fact that many private firms do not keep a record of

surchases according to industrial classifications.

As was mentioned at the beginning, if a bill of goods is specified

the total outputs can be computed. Leontief tried this by back calculat-

ing. Using coefficients of production calculated from a 1939 input-output

table he calculated the total outputs for 1929 using the known bill of

roods for 1929. This was a ten equation model. The calculated results



compared quite well with the actual values for 1929. This showed that

rhe coefficients of production had not changed much in that time. The

above is only one use of the model, however. From the input-output

table constructed to calculate the coefficients of production one can

also find the amount of labor needed to turn out one unit of each

&gt;roduct. Then when the total outputs are computed for a given bill of

goods one can also compute what employment in the economy will be.

Finally, using (3.15), (3.16) one can study the influences of wage rate

changes on prices assuming that all the change is reflected in the price.

In particular, for example, one can study how a wage increase in the

steel industry will affect the prices in all other industries.

The Closed Model

We will next briefly discuss Leontief's closed model of the economy.

As before we divide the economy into a number of sectors called industries.

Now, however, one industry will be households. The output of the household

industry will be the services of labor and the inputs from other industries

will public consumption. The government will also be considered an

industry whose product is services and which requires the products of

other industries to perform these services. Foreign trade can also be

considered an industry whose inputs are exports and whose product is

imports.

Je now have a closed system. There is no bill of goods represent-

ing net demand which must be specified. Thus, now the amount produced

minus the distribution to all other industries must be zero. We then

have the following set of equations:
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where as before

€ a X=20
nnn

(2.17)

a, .-
1

Again we can write the above equations in matrix form as

(I-4A)X20° (3.18)

This is a set of n simultaneous equations in n unknowns which is

homogeneous. Since the rank of the augmented matrix will always have

+he same rank as the matrix of the coefficients this system of equa-

tions will always have a solution. It will only have a solution

XZ 0, however, if the determinant |z - al vanishes. We will not attempt

to consider when this will be true. It should be noted that if

is a solution A z=" is also a solution for any constant A. Hence the

solution will not be unique. Really only the ratios of the variables

are determined. We will not give any further consideration to this

closed model.

The Aggregation Problem

In attempting to use either an open or closed Leontief model to

make some actual calculations about the national economy, it is clear

that a considerable amount of aggregation of industries will need to

be carried out to keep the number of equations to a manageable size

(even 200 equations). The question then arises as to how the method

of aggregation influences the answers obtained. It is quite obvious

that different methods of aggregation could give radically different

Answers.
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We first note that the method of aggregation must be selected to

suit the purpose at hand, A method of aggregation which makes

available the required information for one purpose may be useless for

another. In input-output models it is generally desirable to have a

fine breakdown on items that are likely to create bottlenecks. If

only a crude subdivision of such items is used, solutions can be obtained

which appear mathematically feasible but which are not feasible economi-

cally because of lack of substitutability between the various components

of the aggregates. For example, an increased level of activity in the

steel industry might require greatly increased coal production. If

this increase was represented in the input-output table by some aggre-

gate fuel figure it would be difficult to ascertain the problem of

increasing the coal production, It then becomes clear that if one is

looking for bottlenecks in the economy, the method of aggregation can

have an important influence on the answers obtained. In general, it

seems true that highly aggregated systems tend to overestimate the

attainable levels of production and consumption for the economy.

In general, there are two basic criteria that can be used for

aggregation. The first is substitutability. If the products are

complete substitutes then obviously no problem arises in aggregating

them, However, this rarely occurs. For example, oil may be a good

substitute for coal in heating homes but this is not .so for many

industrial processes. Another basis for aggregation is complementarity.

[f the products concerned always bear a fixed relation to each other

then they mav be aggregated. This could lead to vertical aggregation

of some industries. One can run into price difficulties here, however,

Lf prices of the various components tend to move in opposite directions.
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Another suggested method of aggregation is based on aggregating

industries with similar production processes. It is claimed that

this method of aggregation helps deal with technological change. Pre-

sumably all products using the same process will be influenced by

technological change in the same way. Often, however, technological

change brings about new products. Hence, there seem to be many diffi-

culties involvedinaggregationon the basis of productive processes

and even its strongest point (simplifying investigation of technolo-

gical change) may not be too valid.

There are many other difficulties involved in aggregating firms

with different accounting systems and inventory valuation schemes.

Giant companies which produce a tremendous variety of products also

present special difficulties. We will not consider the aggregation

problem any further since our only purpose was to point out the numerous

difficulties which are encountered when trying to decide on an aggrega-

tion method.

Allowable Production Functions for Leontief Models

It is often assumed that since the Leontief models require that

a, .= o,. .
ij i’

occur in fixed proportions, i.e. that curves something like those in

Fig. (3.1) exist. However, Samuelson (22) has pointed out that this

need not be true at all. Indeed curves like those shown in Fig. (3.})

are perfectly admissible. This means that substitutability is allowable.

Samuelson points out in Fig. (3.f) only the black circles are actually

observed, Samuelson bases his argument on the assumption of a competitive

"that the production function must be such that the inputs

aconomy., He assumes also that labor is the only primary factor or non-

produced good. All desirable substitutions have been made by the competi-

ive market and no variation in the composition of final output or in
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Figure 3.1

Ya

che total quantity will give rise to price change or substitution. To

carry out the proof that a. is a constant even in the more general

case he had to assume a production function which was homogeneous of

first order, i.e.

X.= £ ——» xX( i 3 2 * 800xX, Xs ) m £.(4 J ose 9 )

vhere XH refers to labor. We will not take the space to prove

Samuelson's result. It is interesting to note, however. that the

Leontief model is not quite so restrictive as one might actually suppose.

Discussion of Static Input-Output Models

Inasmuch as these models are completely static and do not involve

time or any other elements of a dynamic system so we cannot discuss them

vith reference to dynamic models of the economy. We may ask, however,

ust where their greatest usefulness lies and what are the limitations
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of these models.

As has been indicated previously the input-output system visualizes

an economy with n industries, each of which produces one product by one

process. There is no substitution. In the open system a bill of goods

is specified. Because the industries consume each other's products,

more must be produced than that specified in the final bill of goods.

[t is the purpose of the model to determine how much should be produced.

Thus we see that the model can be used only if a bill of goods is speci-

fied. The real value of the model must then lie in planning for the

aconomy. It can be used for example to find how much steel production

must be increased if the production of automobiles is increased by 307%.

fhen it is of interest to plan the mobilization ofthe economy to meet war-

time demands the model can be of assistance in indicating whether given

nilitary procurement programs are feasible, given available amounts of

labor and raw materials. This planning aspect of the Leontief models

has led to some opposition to them from industry ~ based on thefear of

a planned economy. Indeed research funds for work on input-output

analysis have been cut probably for this reason.

There are inherent in the model a number of approximations which

are serious even when the model is used as discussed above. First of

all there is the assumption of no substitution. One industry makes each

product bv only one production process. This is clearly not true in

the actual economy. Anv number of different industries can make a

civen productby radical!v different production processes. Similarly

one giant companv can produce thousands of different products. The

assumption of the use of inputs in fixed proportions (or more generally

a competitive economy with a homogeneous production function) is an

Lmportant assumption. If only a relatively small range of production is

yeine considered and if the constante are determined for this rance.



-hen this approximation may not be a bad one. Inventoriescan cause

1 little trouble even in this static model. If some production is to

ye for inventory then this production can presumably be included in

‘he bill of goods. If some of the needed production is going to be

caken from inventory, then in some cases this might be subtracted from

the bill of goods. The problem of aggregation is of course a very

important one also when the model is to be applied to the real world.

As was indicated previously, misleading answers can be obtained by

the improper choice of an aggfegation scheme. All in all, whether or

not the above assumptions prevent one from obtaining fruitful results

depends upon the use which is being made of the model.

The closed model is not too interesting at the present time because

it does not determine the absolute level of activity of the economy.

nlv the ratios of all the variables can be found.

The dual problem to finding the quantities produced is the problem

of finding the prices. The same matrix A appears both in finding the

quantities and the prices. The prices so determined need not have any

relationship to actual prices. This depends on how the value added is

treated. If the value added includes some profit, then the prices pre-

sumably can be made to resemble actual prices. It is easiest just to

call the prices obtained from the model '"accounting' prices and not to

worrv too much about their actual absolute value. The differences in

price are more important. As has already been suggested, the price

model. can be useful in studving how all prices in the economy might be

changed if there was a wage increase in the steel industry - assuming

chat the increase was completely passed on.
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[n conclusion, then, we might say that the input-output system

finds its greatest use in planning type operations. It seems to be

&gt;f little help at all in "explaining" the actual operation of the

economy over any given period of time. Certain assumptions prevent

the model from even giving an accurate representation of a static

ACOoNomv.

Before passing on to the dynamic generalizations we would like

to make a reference to a linear programming problem which has an interest-

ing connection to the static Leontief models. Let us consider the

transportation problem. Suppose we have a homogeneous product to be

shipped in amounts a; eeeca from m origins and received in amounts

D1 se eesb at n destinations where Z a= z b,. Let Xx; be the amount

shipped from i to j. Then we can write

- - x1” Xo” caw = Rn 0 (i=l....,m) (&gt;. 0)

ind

Xo X94" cee" Rf 0 (j=l....,n) (3.20)

These equations remind us quite a bit of a Leontief input output model

in closed form. The x, correspond to the amount of i's output used

by industry j. The second set of equations corresponds essentially to

the price equations where things are summed the other way around. Now

suppose ij is the cost of shipping a unit from i to j. It is of interest

to find the Xi which will minimize the total cost

= Ci%ig
i

This is a linear programming problem. In a sense it is going the other

way on a Leontief model and is finding the optimum production coefficients.

More precisely the interpretation is as follows: Let there be m products

and nindustries. Let Xs be the amount of product i made by industry j.

It is assumed each industry can make all products. Equations correspond

rn snecifvineg the total amount of each oroduct tao be made. Fauations



(3.19), (3.20) specify that each industry must operate at some specified

level of activity. It is then desired to find how much of each product

cach industry should make in order that the total manpower required is

3 minimum. This is a very crude example of how linear programming

can enter into the study of Leontief models. In the dynamic generaliza-

tions we will see more realistic applications of linear programming.

The above example is more realistic if one thinks of it as just a

segment of the economy say the chemical industry where every big company

can produce every important chemical. Then each industry is a company.

A Dynamic Leontief Model

Mathematical Formulation

Leontief (refs. 9, 31, 32) has also proposed a dynamic extention

of his input-output system. He does this by taking inventories into

account, It is assumed that the inventory of good i held by industry

is dependent on the rate of production of good j. As before we have

x. .= a,, X,
L] L] n

There is now added the relation

5. .= b, .X
1]

(3.22)

fe. 22)

where S.. is the stock of good i held by industry °

discussing the open model. Again let the vector Y represent the net

demands. Now, however, an industry can either use its inventory or buy

the good from the industry which manufactures it. Leontief here assumes,

just as he did for the static case, that an industry produces only enough

ro meet the final net demand plus the demand of other industries. Now

X. refers to production per unit time. On the other hand Si is the

total inventory. The rate of change of the inventory is
‘ oY,

3..=b., X,=b,, —I (3.24)
1 Li 1 ii dc

ss we assume that changes take place continuously. It should be noted



that the units of bij are stock of i per unit production rate of j.

This might be in money terms or in actual units of the product. The

aquation represent1“he -—aduction rate of industry i must be

(3.25)

yr o~ Toe
y
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for the whole economv then, we have n such equations. It forms a

system of coupled linear first order, ordinary differential equations.

[f we define the matrices

I a; I» - by 5 I (3.27)

and the vectors
J

The system of eauaticrns

(I-

*

%
+ | (3.28)

w~ .

+ he written in matrix form

(3.29)

In order to solve these equations it must be assumed that the bill

of goods Y ~ is known as a function of time. Suppose we define

A — T - A (3.30)

The transient part of the solution is then found by solving the

omogeneous equations

 Fr TC RX.

The solutions will be of the form

—[a ME

Substituting this into (3.31) gives

- 5. B k &gt; ME 0

y3T ainae whi

(_.31)

(3.32)

 yr 3)
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n= ~, B) ve
o-—

— y

«”

(3.34)

This is a set of n homogeneous simultaneous linear equations in n

—) —7
inknowns. In order that there be solutions other than k = 0 it

is necessary and sufficient that

12 -28l-o0 (2 °5)

i.e.,, the determinant of the coefficients must vanish. This then

gives an nth order polynomial in the A's. There will be n roots (not

necessarily distinct). Associated with each An there will be a k_.
7 * * o —7

The vector k_ is only determined up to a scalar multiplier, i.e. ¢ k,

would also satisfy the equations. Then a general solution to the set

of homogeneous equations is of the form
— nn i
X - 3 ¢ k. Mit

 gp 1d

where the c, are arbitrarv constants which can be determined by the

initial conditions. The solution to the complete set of equations is

found by adding a particular solution to the above transient solution.
— .

Suppose that f£ (t) satisfies
- 7 = —_
Af (ct) -BEf (tt) =Y (tv)
—

Then f (t) is a particular solution and the general solution to (3.29)

— — n

X = £ (L) + &gt;&lt;
wa}

».t
 o

- ol)

[f some of the A; are complex then x can exhibit oscillations,

[f the real parts of the A, are not zero, the oscillations will either

explode or die out. If the real part of n= 0, then oscillations of

constant magnitude can be maintained. When all the real parts of the

Ng are negative, then as time goes on the transient solution dies out

— —— .
and X (t)—£(t). In the circumstance where any A. has a real part which
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is 0, then X (each component of X) will increase exponentially

regardless of I does, Such a situation would not make much

sense in economic terms, other than pointing out that the system is

instable.

The closed dynamic Leontief model can just be represented by the

romogeneous system of equations (since there are no net demands)

= BX =0 (3.28)

Je have already obtained the solution to this system of equations.

[t is just the transient solution which we considered previously.Again

as t— oo only the term with A having the largest real part will be

important, Hence we see that all X, will ultimately move in fixed

&gt;roportions, i.e.

XK, k_,
i_ri
X.~ k_.

1 1”

(3.39)

where A_ has the greatest real part.

Discussion of the Dynamic Leontief Model

Leontief attempted to make a dynamic model out of the static

input-output system by including inventories. He assumed that the

inventory that industry j held of product i was proportional to the

production rate of industry j. The static equilibrium assumption was

chen replaced by a continuous succession of steady states equilibrium.

He now assumed that the bill of goods representing the exogeneous

rate of consumption to be known as a function of time. The equilibrium

assumption then took the form that at each instant of time the production

rate of any industry was just the sum of the exogeneous rate of consump-

tion, the rate of consumption by other industries, and the rate of

change of inventories, Since the inventories are assumed proportional

0 the production rate, the rate of change of the inventories must
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&gt;ring in a time derivative of the production rate. Hence the original

set of n simultaneous linear equations for the static input-output

system here becomes a system of n coupled first order linear differen-

tial equations. If the bill of goods is known as a function of time,

then these equations can be solved to give the production rate as a

function of time.

Having given a description of the dynamic Leontief model, we might

aow ask how good a model is it of the actual workings of the national

economy. Clearly the answer is not very good. We should hasten to

point out, however, that here again the main purpose of the model is

for use in planning purposes, It would not be expected to explain the

operations of the economy in the same sense that a closed model would.

All the assumptions that existed in the static model also appear in

the dynamic model - no substitution, fixed ratios of inputs, etc. It

might be well to investigate in more detail the way inventories are

treated. First of all it seems unlikely that the assumption that the

inventory stock held by a company of the products of other industries

is proportional to the production rate of the given industry. This does

not seem to represent very well the situation in the real world where

the behavior of inventories does not seem to even approximately obey

any such simple rule, The rule might be expected to hold more closely

Lf a time lag was introduced. Really the model does not use the fact

that inventories are proportional to production rates, All it uses is

the assumption that the rate of change of inventories is proportional

to the rate of change of the production rate. In a very rough qualita-

tive way we would expect inventories to increase as the production rate

increased and conversely, but the assumption of strict proportionality

does mot seem realistic.
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It might be noted that in this inventory structure investment

in new buildings, equipment, etc. can be included after a fashion.

[f one of the industries is the construction industry and enother is

something like heavy machinery, then if another industry holds

inventories of these it is holding plant and equipment. Here one runs

into even more difficulty. It is not possible to invest and disinvest

in plant and equipment with every little change in the production rate.

This points up the fact that investment in inventories, buildings, etc.

night behave differently when production is rising than when produc-

tion is falling. This brings up the notion of what we will later call

relaxation phenomena. At a turning point in production, the law deter-

mining the inventory rate may change.

No provision, as such, is made for technological change in the

dynamic Leontief model. If the technological coefficients 2; 49055

where functions of time then it would be possible to include, at least

in part, technological change. This would then make the system of

equations nonlinear. Technological changes which completely changed

broduction processes or introduced completely new products cannot be

accounted for.

[n this system it is possible to have oscillations appearing

shich are independent of the bill of goods. If the system is stable

these oscillations will die out quickly. Presumably they appear only

when the system starts out, i.e. when the economy is initially set up.

They should not appear in studying the actual behavior of the economy

over a given time period. What one is really interested in is the steady

state solution to the system since the transient part should not be

present in a mature economy. The steady state solution will exhibit os-

cillations only if the net bill of goods does.
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Dantzig's Model

[Introduction

Dantzig (ref. 37) has developed a variation on the Leontief open

model which can be used both for static and dynamic situations. The

main feature of Dantzig's model is that it allows for substitutability.

That is, there is more than a single industry producing a given product.

Since there will be more industries than product, we no longer obtain a

set of n equations in n unknowns to be solved for the n outputs. Ncw

there will be a system of m equations (m products) in n unknowns (n

industries). The problem now is not only to find the outputs but also tc

ascertain which industries will produce a given product. To obtain a

unique solution it is now necessary to introduce some decision criterion,

Dantzig takes this to be the maximization or minimization of some linear

functional (such as the total labor used). With this formulation the

problem can be reduced to a linear programming problem. We are trying

to maximize or minimize a linear functional subject to a set of linear

equalities as constraints. While the Dantzig model can be applied to

either static or dynamic situations we will discuss it from the point

of view of its being a dynamic model.

Dantzig's model can be considered to be a fairly general dynamic

Leontief system with discrete time periods in which (a) alternative

substitute activities are allowed, (b) a bill of goods is given over time,

and (c) the unknown quantities of activities satisfying th8 system are to

re determined so as to minimize or maximize a specified linear objective

function. The model has two features (1) the general Leontief aspect

which assumes that there is one and only one output for each activity

and (2) a one way flow aspect for which inputs for production in the nth

ime period can occur only from production in that time period and previous



time periods.

n the optimal solution certain activities appear in positive

amounts and others in zero quantities. Once it is known which

quantities are positive and which are zero, the actual numbers can be

obtained by direct solution of the equations. Hence, the fundamental

&gt;roblem is to select the activities which appear in positive quantities,

[t turns out that (a) the selection of these activities can be made

independent of the bill of goods and (b) there is a local optimization

property which means that selection of activities for the first k time

periods can be made without consideration of the nature of activities

producing in time periods later than k.

Mathematical Formulation

Let us now set up the model in detail. The derivation will be

carried out in somewhat more detail than Dantzig gives. In order to

inderstand the procedure, however, it is necessary to know something

of the simplex method of linear programming. We assume that there will

be r time periods Freee These do not need to be of the same length.

Je let LT be the amount of some product j produced in time period i.

Now for the cases to be considered any industry j in time period i can

have inputs from time period i and all previous time periods. Thus

in any given time period there must be not only enough production to

meet the final net demand (the bill of goods) and to supply other indus-

tries for time period i but also enough to supply the industries in

periods i+l, ..., r which need inputs from period i. Now we need not

assume that the number of industries and products is the same for each

time period. We will assume that there are m, products and n, industries

in time period i. Then a typical equation for product j in time period

. can be written
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1, 0,

i (1) i+l
Z a. Xt 2

k=1 =% Ft 1

where b {1 is the net demand for j in time period i. The first sum

represents the production necessary to meet net demand and to supply

other industries for time period i. The second sum is the production

necessary to supply industries in time period i+l, etc. Until the

final sum is the production necessary to supply industries in the final

cime period r. Now in time period i several industries can produce pro-

duct j. Hence aly &gt; 0 for industries producing j and -1¢ 0 for all

others. A positive a means something is produced of j and a negative a

means something is purchased. Then alitli¢ 0, wes a{P) 0 for all j,k.

[t should be noted that it is not necessarily true that in time periods

i+l, ...,r that there will even be any product j. This may or may not

be true. Some products may disappear while new products appear as the

time periods change. For all the products in time period i we can then

write the following matrix equation

a Rt A TT
1it1%ia tT eT Apfa= bo

; w i - t i s i » . =A; is an m X n, matrix, Arig is an mx ng matrix, etc

following rolumn yeereres

(3.41)
v
lis are the

/%000) 2 on (3.42)
“on

| \ wm
y

We are assumin:’ 1a the above that an industry need not produce for any

time period after t_. Thus for the time period t_, we just have the simple

Form
3

Cr

J

-b
+

3.43)
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It should be remembered that for all time periods there can be more

industries than there are products. Hence some of the X's can be zero.

Dur total system of equations can then be set down. The system will take

the following form:
-? =

Sey x, +A
(3.44)

The equations take on this triangular form because there is nothing produced

in time period i for the time periods which pr2ceeded i. This can all be

combined into one large matrix A as follows:

A... !

(3. 15)

This is reallv a partitioned matrix since the elements A are themselves

matrices. The size of the matrix is m, + m+

srite our complete system of equations as

3

v..+ m_ columns. We can then

(5.40)

This system of equations is called the constraint system. It is desired

0 maximize or minimize some function of the form

a, ,e

: 174
i=1,j=1

(J oct]

This functional may represent the amount of labor used, the total cost, etc.
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The model outlined above is precisely a linear programming problem.

It could be solved directly by the simplex method. However, such a model

would in general have a tremendous number of equations in it. The task

of solving it by the simplex method could indeed become a prodigious

one. Thus it is desirable to have some more simple way of handling the

problem. We will now show how to solve the problem. It is first

desirable to review very briefly the simplex method. The simplex method

leals with maximizing a form Z C.X, subject to a set of linear constraints

which can be written

&gt; . ?Do.oA- (pL) pm TJ48)

shere A 1s an mxn matrix with column vectors p (1) . Any m linearly

2G),independent P s will form a basis for the space. Call the matrix of

these vectors B. B is an mxm matrix and is nonsingular. Let the variables

associated with the columns of B be x.,...,x . If variables x  ,...X1 m ml n

are set equal to zero a basic solution is obtained. It is a familiar pro-

berty of a linear programming problem that the optimal solution will never

have more than m, x values different from zero, i.e. the optimal solution

will be a basic solution. To decide if the initial solution given by

= 2
g = B "b is the optimal compute

-1 9;

j= 5 (1)
-&gt;y

for each p(3) not in the basis. Then find

-~ 7
’ - C,

7 1
{*

2 is the vector formed from the prices’ of the variables in the basis

and cs is the price associated with 200) Tt will be assumed we are

trying to maximize XZ CX.. Then if (3.50) is ) O for every j the

solution is optimal. If we are minimizing = C.X., if (3.50) is £ for

every j the solution is optimal. If the solution is not optimal the

vector and variable j are put into the basis which make (3.50) the most



negative for maximization or the most positive for minimization. It is

also possible to compute which vector should come out of the basis.

ve will not need this for the present problem. however.

Let us now consider the problem of interest. We want to make full

ise of the peculiar nature of the matrix structure, i.e. its triangular

form. It can first be noted that all we need to do to get a basis is

ro choose one industry for each product and set the production of all

others equal to zero. Now it is a well known property of linear program-

ming that the optimal solution will be a basic solution, i.e. no more

than m,+ m,+ eeot m . This then means that no more than a single industry

will be producing a given product. Furthermore putting a new vector into

he basis and taking an old one out just means substituting one activity

'industrv) for another to make a given product.

In the basis matrix, the diagonal submatrices will be square, i.e.

3 wiil be 0Ff tv form

/ ©
(3.51)

is an m.x ix, . i ix, i alB11 s  ¥ my matrix etc., B_. is an mx m, matrix. The off diagon

submatrices need not be square. For example, Bio is mx m,, etc. Now

since B is nonsingular, the diagonal submatrices will be nonsingular also.

Ne will assume that every number in the bill of goods is positive, Now

any activity vector representing production in the first time period has

aon zero elements only in the first m, places. Hence such a vector can be

oxpressed as a linear combination only of columns appearing in Byqe Thus
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(D for a % (3) referring to production in the first time period has

i } —2 =
elements onlv in the first m. places. The scalar product ¢ . y then only

involves the c's corresponding to the columns in Boye Thus on applying
&gt;.

the criterion (3.50) for whether activity p (3) should enter the basis and

the activity in the basis producing the same good should come out, we

need onlv concern ourselves with the submatrix B... Thus we can optimize

the production in the first time period without concerning ourselves with

what goes on in the other time periods. Thus it is clear that once the

set of first period activity vectors in the basis has been selected so

that

\ - for minimization

10 other shifts in the basis will ever affect this set.

~ for maximization or

Turning our attention now to the second or later time periods, it

will be observed that any replacements of a column in the basis by an

activity vector associated with the second period or later will only

2liminate a vector belonging to the same period. The best choice of

activity vectors for the second time period can also be made using infor-

mation derived from the second sub-matrix Age To do this it is necessary

to pull a slight trick. The manipulations are as follows: The basis

matrix is given by (3.51). We now take the inverse to be of the same

form. i.e.

[5 BB ..7LL 4... -

B., B...-

\
(3.52)

B ... 4

Now since B B= I we get
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L) B,1B11= I or B= F
) B..= B. =F. *

2) ByyByy=1 or B,,=b.,
- - - -1 “1

3) ByBy,t By Byy=0 or B,,=-B;; By,B,,

(the diagonal submatrices are nonsingular)

(2.53)

All the other elements of B lcan be generated in this wavy. If we denote

 TG TG LW
oy Po the elements 1, ..., m of P and P, the elements m.+1l,..,m,+m,

Je can write

TTC_ pL

[ 9) - -1 -1 K
B11 BioBoo

r

‘2
3

Ph
N

A

 1)

- .
when p (3) is a vector associated with production in the second time period

It will be remembered that such a vector has zeros in all places after

—pm, + m, If we denote by &amp; the first my elements of pr cy the elements
—-—

m,+ 1, ... m+ m, of ¢c, we can write
' LP = = *

Cr UT Jy Fl -17() TT om TG)
, = Cy. Boy P, ye Bq ByoBys Py + Coe Boo P;

The criterion for optimality then depends on the sign of

= el -177(3) &gt; 17)[eg= cov By) Bypl Boy By7'- [ei ey. Bey Pp77)
This can be written

mite \

ro, FE,
[t is then obvious that the proper vectors for the optimal basis in the

second time period we only need consider a smaller local problem and not

the whole inverse. Furthermore the optimization can be made independent

of all time periods except the first (note that B., is here taken to

be the optimum B,. not the initial B., before time period one was optimized.

One can proceed in the same way and optimize all the time periods

locally. i.e., only using information from that time period and the known

sptimum values from previous time periods. It will be noted that all the



optimization has been carried out independent of the bill of goods. This

is not a typical property of all linear programming problems. It is

true here because first of all the original basis or subsequent basis is

feasible whatever be the bill of goods if it is feasible for at least one

bill of goods with b, * 0 for all i, and since the activity to be dropped

from the basis in a Leontief system is always the substitute activity.

Thus there is no problem of which vector to remove from the basis.

Discussion of the Dantzig Model

The Dantzig model differs from the ordinary Leontief model in that it

allows for substitution. It does not ultimately provide for more than one

industry producing a given product. The industry that will produce each

product is determined by maximizing or minimizing some linear form. The

other industries which could produce the product will end up producing

rothing. This model is then even more of a planned economy type of model

than the ordinary Leontief model. By some decision criterion it selects

those industries which will produce and those which are inefficient and

consequently will not produce. Certainly it would not be expected that

any model whose behavior is determined by maximizing or minimizing some

function could not be expected to be an accurate model of the actual

aconomy., Of course, this is not the purpose of the Dantzig model.

The behavior of inventories in this model is not governed by any

simple rule. Production in a given period can be for use in later periods.

The amount made in period i for use in period j depends upon the production

in period j and is proportional to it. It is not made clear just what a

sensible procedure would be, in the real world, for determining these

constants of proportionality. The interesting thing about this model is

that we don't know the production in the first time period until we have

solved the problem for all time periods.
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Most of the comments on the static and dynamic Leontief models

1lso carry over directly to the Dantzig model.

Von Neumann's Model

[ntroduction

Von Neumann (ref. 9, 28, 38) in 1932 presented a model of an

axpanding economy. Again this is a linear model. It is also an

aquilibrium type model and represents an economy expanding uniformly at

maximum rate. The assumptions made are: i) there constant returns on

invested capital, ii) there is availability of land and labor for

gnlimited expansion, iii) all goods are made from each other, and iv) all

incomes in excess of the needs to maintain labor are reinvested. It is

supposed that there are m commodities and n activities for producing

chese goods (n)m). Any given activity can produce or use any or all of

rhe commodities. The questions which the model attempts to answer are

i) which activities will be used, ii) what is the relative rate of increase

of economic activity, iii) what are the prices, and iv) what is the

interest rate?

Je next want to proceed with the mathematical background for the

von Neumann model, The mathematics used here is very similar to that

found in the theory of games. In fact the basic theorem on which this

model depends is also the basic theorem in the theory of games. We will

alter the usual mathematical presentation somewhat by making more use of

rhe duality theory of linear programming. This considerably simplifes, the

bresentation. In order to discuss the von Neumann model it is necessary

ro introduce some of the concepts of activity analysis. We do this first.
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Activity Analysis

Many models of the national economy are concerned with allocation of

resources. In this allocation it is of interest to optimize some particular

objective function. We further require that the quantities and prices be

non-negative. This problem is then clearly a programming problem. If

linearity is introduced it is a linear programming problem. Activity

analysis deals with such linear models. Activity analysis can eliminate one

of the objections raised about the Leontief model in that it can allow

for substitution. Ultimately only a basic set of activities will be used

but they will come out of the solution to the problem. Activity analysis

has a more direct bearing on the economics of socialism and collectivist

planning than it does for the U.S. economy since in the previous case it

is possible to make decisions on who will produce what. It has received

considerable attention in this country, however, and does give a number

of useful insights into the structure of things.

Activity analysis deals with commodities, ac®’ .ties and technologies

Je define each of these concepts in turn,

Commodities are the primary resources, intermediate products,

and final products which the economy uses.

L a

a. Primary factors (such as labor and raw materials) are not

nade but are available as resources from outside the system.

3. Intermediate products are those produced and consumed within

the system.

Final products are those produced within the system and made

available to meet the objectives of the system.

Ne have assumed that there are m commodities. Let x, be the net

output of commodity r; it may be positive, negative, or zero. If Xx ) 0

the rth commodity is a final product, meeting final requirements. If
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¢ 1 is an input, a factor used up. If x =C = is an intermediate

sroduct which is produced and also used up in the system.

). Activities involve combinations of commodities, some being

inputs and some being outputs. The inputs and outputs are all in fixed

sroportions. An activity for example might be the chemical industry.

It uses certain commodities as inputs and produces other commodities.

To specify in a quantitative way the chemical industry as an activity we

would specify how much of each commodity this industry was using. It

night not use any of some commodities. We would like to be able to

allow the indsstry to change the level of its operations (always changing

things in the same proportion, however). This means that what we really

want is what might be called a specification of a unit level of operation

for this industry or activity. One way to do this is choose some

commodity which would be one of the products of the activity and base

averything on one unit of this product. A unit activity can be defined

in this way. Any level of operation of the activity is then just a

scalar multiple of the unit activity level. A unit level of an activity

‘say the jth) can then be represented as an m dimensional column vector

‘ags\
\ =1

»

»

[}

3,56)

va,

\
where a, . is the amount of theicommodity needed in activity j to maintain

1

it at a unit level. If a, . 0 the commodity is an input, if a; ./0

it is an output, and if a, .= 0 the commodity is not used by the activity

sxcept perhaps as an intermediate product.

The linearity assumptions are next introduced. These involve
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Additivity: Two activities can be added without change in

their structural coefficients, i.e.
— 7
a.+A = |= + a

ei ej
(2.57)

bY Level of Activity: The level of an activity is given by a

scalar multiple of the unit activity, i.e.

I Xx a . f
el]

7 (3.58)

The above two assumptions imply constant returns to scale both within

one activity and in combining activities, Furthermore it is assumed

that the level of operation is perfectly divisible,

A technology can be considered to consist on n ac ‘ties. It

ran be represented by the matrix

[a 2
(5.59)

\:
Reading across a row of A gives the inputs or outputs of a given

commodity in the n activities. Reading down any column gives the inputs

or outputs of the m commodities for that activity. The matrix A thus

summarizes all the technical possibilities of the economy.

=? 1[f »"is the column vector . which gives the level of each activity
X

in the technology, then n

 nN — A (3.60)

zives the net amounts of each commodity used or produced in the tech-

“ow it is a familiar theorem of

convex sets that for all x. 20, R
eaity i=1

cone, If a b is specified there is a feasible allocation of resources

— =
(i.e. one with x ) 0) if and only if b is an element of the convex

well -&gt;
polyhedral cone spanned by the A.. The n dimensional space of the x's

=
is called the activity space and the m dimensional space of the A, and
3

b is called the commodity space. These correspond exactly to the
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solutions space and requirements space in linear programming.

The technology as a whole is said to be operating at a unit level
n

(in contrast to a unit activity level) if = X= 1, x, &gt; oO. The
i=1

collection of points

= 9
3 = A x, z x.=1, x; lr

aap

is just the convex hull of the /, in the commodity space. The set of

all rays u 7, i ) 0 generates the same convex polyhedral cone referred

to previously.

The distinction between the interior and the boundary of the convex

bolyhedral cone is important, A point is in the interior if there

2xists a hypersphere about the point which contains only points of the

cone. A point is on the boundary if every hypersphere about the point

~ontains both points belonging to the cone and those not belonging to

the cone. A collection of points formed bv non-negative linear combina-

tions of m independent activities also forms a convex cone which is

a subset of the cone generated by the n activities. This subset is

called a facet and is on the boundary of the general cone. Any efficient

allocation of production, obtained say by maximizing or minimizing

a linear functional, will have an activity level 2 which lies on a facet

yf the cone.

Activity Analysis for Dynamic Situations

We would here like to generalize the activity analysis theory

developed in the previous section to take time into account. We will

ar
let A, (t) be the ith activity at time t. The structural coefficients in
7
A. can now change with t., Similarly A, will be the technology matrix

at time t. We will assume that the number of commodities and the number

&gt;f activities remain fixed over time. The time period of interest

will be broken up into a number of discrete time intervals (which may

re months or vears. for example). It is conwenient to break ub an



activity into a set of inputs at the beginning of the time period and

a set of outputs at the end of the time period, i.e. write

A(t) = B.(t) - D (t) (3.61)

. this way the numbers appearing in B, and D; are all positive.

B gives the outputs at the end of time period t (actual time t) while

D, (£) gives the inputs at the beginning of time period t (actual time

t-1). Then the input for period t is at the activity level x, (actual

rime t-1)

D, xX
and the output of period t-1 a. a level Xe 1 (actual time t-1) is

Bro1¥e-1
Thar assuming that there is no inventory from production in previous

periods an amount D x. - Bro1¥eo1 must be supplied from outside the
a

system at the beginning of time period t. If b, is the maximum amount

of the given commodities that can be supplied at the beginning of any

-ime period, it follows that

= J -

D x - BL _1%c-1 &lt;b., x, (3.62)

The linear programming problem comes in when it is desired to maximize

some given objective function (such as employment) over the entire

period, i.e.

max zZ = X C,..

t

a,

(3.53)

The solution to this problem also determines the "prices! since the

dual problem is

1 = rT
Dy P= Bio1Pea1

candy wr

nin z bs Pe

Cc

Sm——t

P. 0 (3. ol)
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Description of the von Neumann Model

The von Neumann model is not a linear programming model. In (3.62),

 ut rs

(3.63) he sets b= 0, Cc = 0 so that the linear programming aspects of

the problem disappear. He further assumes that the technology does

not change with time (i.e., no technological improvement). Only the

activity level changes with time. Thus he obtains the system of in-

aqualities
-_ wp

bx -B X 1

D'p , -R
1

p- (3.66)

The implications of the above are that no commodities are available

from outside the system, i.e. it is closed and that there is no limit

on the quantities of primary factors such as land, labor, etc. available

in the system. Only the ratios of the x, (t) and py (t) can be found.

Naturally for such a system the inputs at t do not exceed the outputs

of the previous period. There are certain things that one would expect

of the dual problems and these are now added. If for any constraint i

in (3.65) the{signholds,thenforthiscommodity i, p;=0, i.e. it is

a free good. The p, are just as in the Leontief model accounting

prices. The profits in the system are never positive since the sum

paid for inputs (at unit activity) in time period t is at least as

creat as the sum made (at unit activity) in the previous time period

(from (3.66). If in (3.66) the ) sign holds for constraint i, then

the ith activity is not used, i.e. is used at a zero level.

Von Neumann makes the assumption that the economy is expanding

at constant rate. If we write the expansion factor as

r
¥ =1+ 753 (3. 26)

Jhere is the percentace expansion in each period, then
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x, (t+1)
EACH = Q all i

[£ i is the interest rate and

i
3 =1 + 100

then the dual relation is

p, (t+1)
rr—— 11 4
p(t) Pad

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.69)

 ten 2 7
The above can be written Xe41= @ Xp Pryg= B Pee Then (3.65) ,(3.66)

secome

vy D
a

(3.70)

(3.71)

Now let DU be a column vector which is not necessarily a solution

ro (3.71). However from (3.70)

2, «&gt; 7, —
art nx {Pp Bx

~~
bP Fe
 i

or

a

(3.72)

(3.73)

‘
Similarly, let x! 70be a column vector not nec:  ~~rily a solution to

(3.70). However from the transpose of (3.71)

Pw» 7
BP DX JP BX

2 =?
BY Pe B x,

7/73 p=
- Fr

suppose we define the function (x, pg) is

&gt; —P 2! BR
(x, P.) = * *

3' D x (3.76(

Then from (3.73(, (3.75)
 -~— &gt; - =Pa, x) 7 a da x.) &amp; B

— =&gt;
We will next evaluate gf) (3, x) where P., ¥. are actual solutions of

(3.71),(3.70) respectively. Converting (3.70) to a system of equalities

»y introduction of slack we have
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XD a +IX=5B .,

vJhere X are slack variables. Then

&gt; = Po, 2
2p. Dx +p. «.X=p °

(3.78)

(3.79)

Jowever, from our duality assumptions, if p, (t) # 0 then X,= 0 and

conversely. Hence
&gt; 7
p, * X = 0

&gt;, ad
my - Pe B x

Se
Pe D

in precisely the same way we find
-», =
Pe Bx
2a

and

(3.80)

(3, LJ 1)

2 =
The question which then arises is to whether solutions P., X,

actually exist. Von Neumann proved using the Bronwer fixed point

theorem of topology. The proof is rather intricate and we will not

attempt to reoroduce it here. It is really a slight generalization of

the fundamental theorem for zero sum two person games.

As + py
Since ¢ x*) can be thought of as the rate of growth for any «,

then CG and consequently we see that o is the maximum rate of growth

for the economy. Similarlv B is the minimum rate of interest. We

then have here an economy in equilibrium growing at its maximum rate.

Discussion of the von Neumann Model

The von Neumann model of the national economy is a most unusual

sne indeed. It certainly could not in any sense be considered a

realistic model of the economy. Indeed, it is probably the most un-

realistic of any of the models considered. It visualizes a closed

sconomy so that there are no inputs from the outside. As with the

Leontief models it imagines a group of industries each of which produces
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only one product. These industries use the inputs in fixed proportions.

There is no possibility for technological change. There can be more

industries than products, however. In the solution only one industry

will produce a given product and the others which can produce that

product will operate at a zero level (i.e. do not produce). All produc-

tion except that needed to maintain labor is reinvested. The economy

of von Neumann is then one that is growing uniformly in every sector

and is growing at maximum rate.

The economy which is the solution of the von Neumann model has the

following additional properties:

3) Free goods: The input of any commodity cannot exceed the

output of the previous period. In the event that the input is less

han the output, the commodity has a zero price and is called a free

&gt;ood.

0) Unused activities: The prices are such that no activity has

a positive profit. If the activity has a negative profit it will be

at a zero level and hence is not used.

c) Rate of expansion: The rate of expansion of the economy is

he largest possible rate.

d) Rate of interest: The rate of interest is the smallest possible

compatible with no positive profits.

e) The equilibrium property: The equilibrium rate of growth has

"he maximum rate of expansion the same as the minimum rate of interest.

The model while not in any way representing the real world does

point out the dual nature of quantity produced and prices. This was

important in the development of duality theory in linear programming.

The model also indicates that it might in general be very difficult

to achieve uniform erowth in all sectors of the economv. We will see

in our discussion of relaxation phenomena that +hie {a cenmowhat nf -
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rare circumstance for linear type models.

Relaxation Phenomena

introduction

[n our discussion of the dynamic Leontief model it was noted

that the assumption that inventories were proportional to the produc-

ion was not too satisfactorv. In particular we noted that it would

not be possible to disinvest in buildings and equipment in the same

way that it was possible to invest in them. Consequently it is to

be expected that the law governing investment on the upswing of a

cycle will be different from that on the downswing. Consequently at a

turning point in the production history one might expect a discontinuous

~hanee from one law to a different one. This idea of a verv rapid

change from one behavior to another is reminiscient of relaxation

&gt;scillations in physics.

We would now like to discuss briefly the applications of relaxation

osciilations to the construction of dynamic models of the national

aconomy. The subject has received little attention in economics

although it has been intensively studied in engineering during recent

years. The material we will discuss on linear relaxation phenomena

follows in part the article by Georgescu-Roegen (ref. 36). In his book

on non-linear oscillations, Minorsky (ref. 40) defines relaxation

oscillations as ''those quasi-discontinuous oscillations in which rapid

changes between certain levels of a physical quantity occur as the

result of the loss of a certain internal equilibrium in the system.'' In

other words there is a point where the physical variable undergoes an

essentially discontinuous change from one level to another. An example

is the blocking oscillator which is used for the sweep on a cathode ray

yscilliscope.
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For our economic applications of the subject we will depart quite

radically from the above definition. We will assume that there are

two different laws which govern the behavior of some economic variable.

One law holds under certain circumstances and the other law holds

under other circumstances. For example the law governing investment

might be one thing when business is expanding and another when it is

contracting. We will assume that there is an instantaneous, discontinu-

ous change from use of one law to the use of the other law. In general

this will be a periodic phenomena in time. With our formulation it is

not necessary that either the variable or its derivative change dis-

continuously when changing from one law to the other. Here we differ

considerably from the classical definition of relaxation phenomena. We

are so different that it might not be too wise to apply the name relaxa-

tion. However, it has been done so we will follow it. Furthermore,

we will assume that the periodic behavior is in the phase, i.e. the

scope of the variable not in the actual value of the variable. For

axample in business cycles we do not expect the national incomes to

ce exactly repeated in each cycle. Instead y is the quantity which

is periodic.

[t seems that the idea of applying the theory of relaxation

bhenomena arose when a certain difficulty waa encountered with a dynamic

model presented at a Harvard Seminar by Leontief in 1941. Leontief

considered the following model (the general case of which we have already

discussed)

$= 891%gF bo Xt box
2 = a; xt b,x; + b

re
1 32)

ire the derivatives with respect to time of x., x,. This model has

18 the gross production in monetarv terms
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2, 1%, 1s the amount that must be spent for X, and by x + b,1%, is

the amount needed for investment. The model thus includes capital

changes say for investment in new buildings or inventory.

The equations can be written

“1 = Apxpt 810%)
By = 81%F290%

M1 = 87H (byt a19Pp1)5 Apo= - coy 351022)

Y1 =" NC 312011) Ayo= 67H oy + 251012)

A = byibyy- bysboy

I
J

 wr .33a)

[f we assume a solution of the form x.= a e ", A must satisfy the

~harac*°°*icequation

A 17M A.

A A
_—

5)

}

The solutions, when the roots are distinct, are then of the form

At At (3.86)
Ky= Ae +B e

At A, t1 2
K.= A Fh +B p,e

where pu, is a function of the a, and bs determined from (3.34)

Starting from some initial conditions Leontief assumed the solution

to be given by (3.86) until a turning point with x,= 0 was reached.

He then assumed the behavior of the system changed discontinuously to

a new law with b,,= 0, i.e. if x, £ 0, there is no disinvestment. Then

we get a new solution
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mt n.t
v. = A' e + B'e ©

nt n.,t
¥.,.= Alpe + B'u f

where A' and B' are determined by making xy and X, at the turning point

{time t) the same as x; and Xo determined from (3.86). This law will

continue to hold until say Xy becomes zero again (or some other similar

criterion). Then we go back to the law given by (3.86) except that

A and B can now change. The new A and B values are determined in the

same way that A' and B' were found. Leontief then asked the question

whether it would be possible to predict in a finite number of steps

the final outcome of the system. It is this problem which we would like

to consider briefly. What we are really asking is what is the asymptotic

behavior of x, and Xe If they approach a unique asymptotic value it

would be typical in economics to say that the dynamic system tends

toward a unique equilibrium. A case of this type for x, is illustrated

in Fig. (3.2). x, will show a similar behavior.

Phase Plane Treatment of Relaxation Oscillations

We will now study the behavior of a system of differential equations

&gt;f the form

X. = P(x, Xa) 3 xX = Qlx, y 7 5) (3, 3)

Any point for which P, Q are not simultaneously zero is called a

regular point and only one integral curve passes through such a point.

P = 0 =0 is a singular point. It is not true necessarily, that only

a single curve passes through a singular point. We may eliminate the

time from (3.88) to give

 9
dx. P (3.89)
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FIGURE 3.2



This is the differential equation for a family of curves in the

k1%, plane. This plane is called a phase plane and it will be in this

lane that we will study the set of equations (3.88). In actuality

ve assume that there are two independent laws and hence two equations,

 a

4
dx, Py

(3.

Je then have two families ¢f curves in the x.x, plane. In order to
iSE

inow when to change from one family to another we will assume that

here are two curves

ry (%1,%,) w 0; r,(x,%-) =

which are the loci of changeover points. Our complete system may then

look like that in Fig. (3.3). 3 and Xy will stay inside the region

enclosed by ry and rye To find the direction of movement in time in

the phase plane it is necessary to consider (3.88). As Fig. 3.3 has

been drawn, in one regime X19%, both increase with time, while in the

second regime X increases and x. decreases.

Phase Plane Treatment of Leontief Model

Let us now consider a phase plane plot of the Leontief model.

Dividing (3.83a) by (3.83b)

(Ay x t+ Ajo%,) dx,= (Ax, + ALo¥) dx,
Ae will assume |a] # 0 so that a solution exists. We will further

assume that [al = 0 where the matrix A is given by

 { 2 \ [ FANE a
I &amp; |

ja]=| |e - =0 ~ a, =1/a,,
tulle ll

3 93)

(3.94)

iquation (3.92) can then be written
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b b‘1 i} a1,[-(by oF a, tu? 3,10)%ydx;=[(b,,+a, (bar ¥ap10500%, 19%,
1 1

Ppp (R181 %) P(E xy) 1dx, = [Poa (x1 251%) ¥P21 (5, - x,) ldx,
- - — 1 -

[byoay1%F by l(x-ay x,)a)dx=[byoay,+by,I(x)-ay,%,)a;dx,(3.95)
Thus we see that

dx, [bgpdp+by]
dx) [byyay,% yy]

vhich gives a familv cf straight lines with negative slope since a,

4 ) 0. The exceptional case is

La —

851%,
\ phase plane plot of the system is shown in Fig. 3.4.

r
ko

 ~~
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[t will be observed as we cross the line X= a,1%,, the direction of

novement in time of the system changes (because of the factor

Sh a,1%, in xy and x,). The direction of movement on either side of

= 851%, depends upon the sign of IN We have shown in Fig. (3.4)

the case where |a]4o. It will now be obvious that X= ay1%, is a

line of static equilibrium. If the economic system starts on the line.

L.e. X= 851%g, then X= X= 0 and there will be no change with time.

[If the initial point is not on the line, then the system will be

dynamic and will move alone one of the lines of negative slope. The

direction of movement will be towards the equilibrium line if | 2)¢ 0

and will be unstable and move away from the equilibrium line if | 2) 0

Ne will now consider the case where a 4 0, The characteristic

aquation is

A = A

Zo
) } £ N

2.
lo] A= ata) n+ fa] =o

[he nature of the roots is determined by

(A+ a,,)° - 4 [2] | al
But [a] Ja] = Ajay, Apna,

ra
\ = 58)

(3.99)

(3.100)

(3.101)

Thus (3.100) becomes

2
(Ap= Ay) “+ 4 ALA YO

Now when | aldo, Ja|s 0, then from (3.100), (3.102) we see that the

roots are of the form No) A.2 0. It wiil be useful to note the

following general results. When xy = 0, from (3.83a) we obtain the line

(3.103)ERR A Xa= 0



Also if x, =N

1

then from (3.33a), (3.53Db)

(3.104a)

(A,,- MR) HA, X= 0
For the case of A&gt; A, 5 CG, both x, ,%, increase exponentially. The line

of x, = 0 has a positive slope as can be seen from (3.84) and so does

the line (3.1C4a) for the smaller root. The phase plane plot will

look something like that of Fig. 3.5. When one gets away from the

line X= MX X= AoXo, the higher cost A, comes into play and causes

the isodromes to deviate away from the line. A check of the coefficients

of each of the exponentials shows that they bend as shown (ignore the

dotted lines for the moment; they will be discussed later). To get an

exact plot of the isodromes in the phase plane can be quite a task.

Jsually it is sufficient to know qualitatively the behavior.

If | 2]&lt; 0, la] oc, then the roots change sign and are of the form

Ny CN { 0. Instead of increasing exponentials we here have decreasing

exponentials. The phase plane plot looks the same as Fig. 3.5 except

that the direction of movement in time is reversed. In this the economy

will always contract towards zero. We can then call the system stable.

In the previous case if we are not on the special line x, or x, will

be driven to zero and in such a case it is reasonable to sav that the

sconomvy is unstable.

When | a] &lt;o, a[&gt;o0, then Ay Lo ny and one of the exponentials

is increasing and the other decreasing. Again only for A, does the line

K, = A x, lie in the first quadrant. The phase plane plot then looks

something like that shown in Fig, 3.6. In this case we always tend

cowards the same equilibrium and the system can be called stable.
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Finally if | aly o0, la} 0, then A, { 0&lt;A, and the shape of the

sod¥mes is the same as in Fig. 3.6. The direction of movement is

rere reversed and the svstem will be unstable.

Summing up it can be seen that the sign of | 2) determining the

stabilit of the system and the sign of [2] determines whether it is

axpanding or contracting. It will also be noted that it is possible

to have a von Neumann made of expansion (each sector expanding uniformly

snlv if the economy happens to begin on the special line).

Thus far we have discussed only one of the two regimes suggested

by Leontief., In the second regime bi1= 0 and consequently A = ~b,b,, {0

always. For this second regime then the isodromes when [a] Yo will be like

those of Fig. (3.6). Let us now return to Fig. 3.5 where in the initial

regime | tye. | afyo. When an isodrome of the first regime crosses the

line x. = 0 a change to the second regime takes place and we move to

sne cf the dashed isodromes of the second regime. After this we never

come to the line x.= 0 again. There is onlv one turning point. In the

case where aK 0, la&lt;o0, the isodimes in both regimes have the same

general shape and no essential change occurs when the line X,= 0 is

crossed. For the case where a] 0, [a] {o in the first domain there

is a change when the line x = 0 is crossed and geometrically the situation
1

looks like that in Fig. 3.7. Here again on’-r one turning point is

possible. In general, then. we see that in this Leontief model there

can be onlv a single turning point.

Phase Plane Plots in General

In the previous section we nresented some aspects of the use of

relaxation phenomena in economics. We presented the approach used by

teorzescu-Roegen, except that it was necessary to carry out the development
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in more detail for reasons of clarity.We would here like to present all

the possibilities for simple phase plane plots. These do not seem to

nave been presented completely before for some strange reason. We

consider the possible modes of behavior for the system

£1 = AX A

fo ® BggByt Ape¥

The behavior of this system in the phase plane is completely determined

by the roots of the secular equation (3.85) since the general solution

is given by (3.86). From (3.86) it is seen that when both roots are

positive Xy,%, become infinite as t=} oo. When one of the roots is

bositive and the other negative then one of the terms drop out and x [x

approaches a constant ratio independent of the starting position. If

the roots are complex then there is either exploding r contracting

oscillation depending on whether the real part is positive or negative,

For the razor's edge case where the real part is zero, the contours are

closed and x, ,%g oscillate = neither building up or decaying. These

possibilities are illustrated in the following figures (accompanying

cach phase plane plot is a figure showing Ns No in the complex plane).

The following figures indicate the possible motions of a dynamic linear

aconomy. Naturally things need not be centered at the origin but

could instead be centered at some point (x7, x0) . When relaxation

phenomena are present then there can be a change from one tvpe of

motion to another. The methods of analvsis illustrated here cannot

be carried over directly to the n cood case. However. in that more

ceneral case it would be expected that qualitatively the same sort of

behavior would be exhibited.
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Limit Cycles

Nonlinear svstems can exhibit an interesting behavior which is not

1 property of linear systems. In a linear system, it is not possible

co have oscillations grow for awhile and then become stabilized and

remain at a fixed amplitude. If in a linear system oscillations

start to grow, they will grow indefinitely. Along with the ability to

build up stable oscillations, certain nonlinear systems also have the

property that no matter where the system is started in the phase plane

it will always end up in the same periodic motion. There are nonlinear

systems of the form of (3.88) which have the following type of phase

plane plot (Fig. 3.16). Starting from any point in the plane the motion

vill be such as to finally end up on the closed curve shown. The

limiting closed curve is called a limit cycle and is characteristic

&gt;nly of nonlinear motions.

The phenomena of limit cycles may turn out to be very important in

the study of business cycles in the economy. We have seen that oscil-

lations can be excited in a linear system, but that the amplitude remains

fixed only in the razor's edge case where the real parts of the roots

vanish. If an economy was represented by such a linear system any little

shock in the economy would introduce a positive or negative real part

0 the roots and explosive or decaying oscillations would then set in.

Consequently we cannot expect a representation of an economy which can

maintain relatively stable oscillations in terms of a linear system.

On the other hand if the economy is represented by a system of equations

which has something equivalent to a limit cycle any slight shock which

displaces the economy from the limit cycle will only result in a

notion that returns the economy to the limit cycle again. Thus an economy

represented by a nonlinear system of equations can have built into it

ml, A  Aarne adTad ltr AT maintainine atalhla Aaccril1l1artinne whircrh will not hae
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influenced by slight shocks.

Summary of Relaxation Phenomena Discussion

We have seen that certain variables which describe the behavior

of an economy (investment, for example) might be expected to obey

rather different laws on an upswing from those on a downswing. At a

turning point, then, there quite possibly may be a discontinuous change

from one law holding to a different law holding. This is not necessarily

true: theremay be a rather slow change in the nature of the functional

relations, but they may be capable of reasonably good approximation by
y

simply assuming that there are only two different relationships. This

possibility of a discontinuous change from one law to another suggests

that a study of relaxation oscillations - a familiar subject in

mechanics ~- can be of help in studying the problem. By studying certain

simple linear systems in the phase plane it is possible to get an in-

ruitive feeline for the rather wide variety of possible motions that

a dynamic economy may have. This approach cannot be directly generalized

0 a system with a large number of variables, but qualitatively one

gould expect similar sorts of behavior.

Tn our discussion we have seen that we cannot expect to be able

ro realistically represent an economy capable of sustained oscillations

in terms of a linear system. since a sliecht shock would cause the

sscillations to become explosive or to decay. On the other hand an

sconomv represented by certain types of nonlinear equations can exhibit

sustained oscillations and also have the property that a displacement

of the system will always return it to the original motion. The closed

limiting curve in the phase plane is called a limit cycle.



CHAPTER 4

NONEQUILIBRIUM BEHAVIOR

Introduction

As has already been indicated, very little has been done by

economists towards developing laws which treat dynamic and nonequilibrium

behavior of the economy. Economists have been almost entirely con-

cerned with equilibrium behavior of the continuous succession of

steady states variety. Recently Professor Samuelson undertook a study

of dynamic behavior. He was, in actuality, not interested in formula-

ting dynamic laws for their own sake. He was really concerned with a

form of equilibrium also. His concern lay with the stability of the

system i.e. whether the system when displaced from equilibrium, and

hence subjected to unbalanced forces, would return again to the equilib-

rium state as time approached infinity. If this was true the system

was called dynamically stable.

In an initial formulation of a realistic model of the economy,

the main concern will be that of finding the dynamical laws which

represent the nonequilibrium behavior. After all this has been done,

then it may become of interest to investigate what means exist for

stabilizing the economy and for removing insofar as possible the

tendency for business cycles to exist and persist. We present Professor

Samuelson's work (refs 41-44) because it does represent an attempt to

formulate dynamical laws. The model is certainly a long way from

representing the real world, but it is a step in the right direction.



Professor Samuelson's work was concerned with the clearing of

markets which can arise when demand is less than supply or vice versa.

This is in reality only one of the many places where nonequilibrium

will appear in the economy.

Simplest Model

Consider a case in which there are only two goods. Let us

define net excess demand = consumption - production. We take

Kis Xo to be the excess demands for goods 1 and 2. When X)=X,= 0,

the system is in equilibrium. It is assumed that there is a budget

constraint which gives the total amount to be spent on goods 1 and 2.

Consequently if Py and Pp, are the units prices of 1 and 2, the budget

equation places the following restriction on the excess demands

p
aL — 2 -

D ¥. DX, 0 or X,+ o X, 0 (4.1)

Whenever there is a shift in the demand for good 2 there must be a

compensating shift in the demand for good 1. Thus we only need consider
Ps

the excess demand for good 2 and the price ratio ~/p

We will assume that we are dealing with an economy where when

there is an excess demand (positive or negative) there will be a

change in the price ratio from the equilibrium value. The curve might

look like that shown in Figure 4.1. Thus for any excess demand we can

say what the price ratio is. The dynamical question is, however, if

an excess demand appears, how will the price ratio and hence the

sxcess demand change with time. The only way to answer this question
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Figure 4.1

in the real world is to find out. For our model, we are free to

choose any sort of dynamical law that we care to.

The very simple dynamic law which Professor Samuelson suggested

is the following.

pa("%/p,)
“ar ° kx, , k&gt;0 (4.2)

The rate of change of the price ratio is just proportional to the

excess demand, and for positive excess demands the price ratio will

start to increase with time. The curve given in Figure 4.1 can be

represented as

-D. (2D2) (4.3)

Thus (4.2) becomes

P2
a( /p,) -~ Pp

ro (=2) (£4 4)



This is a simple first order differential equation from which we can

solve for F2/ p, as a function of time. Using (4.3) the excess demand

can be found as a function of time. Finally, using (4.1), the demand

for x, can be found as a function of time.
. P P

If the ordinary demand and supply curves D, (=), S(—2) are known
1 Pq

then D,, can be represented as

D.(-2)=D(22)-5.(22)
2p, 2'p; 2'p,

(4.5)

Professor Samuelson then goes on to study the stability of this
P

system. Suppose we let ( a )o be the price ratio at equilibrium when
3

X, = 0. If we define the deviation from equilibrium as

p p
P= 2 - (2),

Pp BP
(4.6)

Pp
then if we expand (4.5) about °, )o and keep only the first two

“9

terms we have

—- DP 1 _P 1 DP

Dy(2) fou, - sy) (4.7)

t 1

where D, and S, are the slopes of the demand and supply curves,

fquation (4.4) can then be written

iP _ vo 3’3 k[D, 2] p (4.8)
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P = P, exp [k(D,_ - 55.) .

[f then P is to — 0 as {-

Ps
. 57 )~ we see that it is necessary and sufficient that

&gt;® or the price ratio is to approach

Js. “~ Ss,

(4.8)

(4.9)

We normally think of supply and demand curves as having this property.

The MultipleMarket Case
The same general ideas can be extended to the n good case. If

ve define excess demand as before, then in this more general case we

nave

 tr —-

— Pp

D.(=2
= Pye eve

Fn)
pb,

B — De Sosa re1 (4.10)

The value of x, is determined from the budget constraint

n

S xP; = 0 (4.11)

for equilibrium

&gt; &gt;
gk=0= ( (4.12)
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The simplest dynamical equations are

a( 7 r !

Ko« 2

1
+32, 00g 1 (4.13)

Pp.
[he change in i/ P, is assumed to depend in the above simple way only

the excess demand for that good. In general, we might expect a more

complicated relationship in which the price rate of change might depend

on the excess demands for all the goods. In matrix vector notation the

system of dynamical equations can be written

-_
qa Bo

P 22

dt P,

\ &gt; \

(4.14)

(4.15)

This is a set of n - 1 first order (in general nonlinear) differential

squations to solve for the price ratios as a function of time. Knowing

these price ratios as a function of time, the excess demands can also be

found as a function of time.

Testing the stability of such a system in the large is quite a

difficult task in general. An indication of the behavior in the large

:an be found by studying the behavior very near the equilibrium point
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i.e. using the linearized approximation. By Taylor's theorem for n

variables we have expanding about the equilibrium point and retaining

only terms through order P.

- -
s— od D. oy
D(X) = 224 p - 5p. op
1'py Jp, J i,74d

J/ Py J

D D, |2 5; D= | ; (4.16)

de thus obtain for the linearized approximation

-&gt;
dF =&gt;
— = KDP

dt
(4.17)

Irying a solution

2 el (4.18)
&gt; &gt;

We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition that k # O is that the

AA must satisfy

| kp -A1|=0 (4.19)

A sufficient condition that the system be dynamically stable in the

small is that the real parts of each root ~~ is negative. Then all the

sxponentials will decay with time and Po Tas t -&gt;
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In general the dynamical behavior of even the linearized

approximations can be quite complex. When relaxation phenomena were

considered, the possible modes of dynamic behavior for such a system

involving only two variables was studied. The reader can review

Figures 3.8 - 3.15 for possible modes of behavior. Naturally, when

there are n variables, the situation is even more complex.

Summary

The analysis of dynamic behavior presented above is perhaps the

most advanced which has been carried out in economics. Certainly it is

a far cry from what would be needed to represent the dynamic nonequilibrium

behavior of the economy. Only the simplest imaginable dynamic equations

were written down for a highly artificial situation. Here, as always

seems to be the case in economics, the interest was directed at under-

standing the dynamic stability of equilibrium and not with formulating

dynamic laws to represent nonequilibrium behavior. It seems that much

could be gained if economists could be persuaded to give less attention

to equilibrium and more attention to nonequilibrium behavior.

The above analysis did, perhaps, point out something of general

interest. That is, in any dynamic situation it might be expected that

both prices and quantities will be involved and interrelated. We might

expect this to be true in any realistic dynamic model of the economy.

In general we might expect prices, quantities produced, quantities

demanded, etc. all to appear in the dynamical equations which represent

nonequilibrium behavior. The above study also brings up the question
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of how the equations representing the dynamic behavior of the economy

will ever be determined. This is a hard question to answer. Certainly

it will not be easy to determine these equations. It is not too

feasible simply to try and sit down and guess what they might be. On

the other hand, since the relationships are very complex, it is not

easy to study data (even if enough data were available) and discern the

proper relationships. It seems that it will be possible to develop

these relationships only by observing how businessmen act and by

questioning them on how they make decisions, and doing the same thing

with consumers, and the government as well. Perhaps in this way a

skeletal structure of a dynamic system can be developed. In all

probability the finer details can be filled in only after considerable

testing over an extended period of time.

Finally, we might note several more things about Professor

Samuelson's enalysis. The same approach could perhaps be used to discuss

the dynamic behavior of wage rates in a market where wage rates had

some freedom to change. This simple analysis could be applied in a

number of places but everywhere it would stand the same criticism of

not being realistic. It might be noted that the discussion of Professor

Samuelson is not really completely dynamic because he assumes that the

jemand curves are independent of time. If they were allowed to be

functions of time, this would, of course, complicate the mathematical

analysis considerably.



CHAPTER5

CONCLUSIONS

Reviewi

In the previous chapters we have reviewed a number of models of

the national economy. These models varied widely in their nature and

scope. None of them, however, came even close to what we have defined

ag a realistic representation of the actual economy. Many of the

models do not even attempt to build a realistic model of the economy.

Some of them are planning models, others investigate the properties of

hypothetical economies. The statistical models are the only ones which

even come vaguely close to our definition of realistic. They also fall

far short of yielding realism. They fail in that they are too aggre-

gated and in that they do not attempt to develop relations between the

variables which are based on the actual structure of the system. With-

out more differentiation than they have, it is not at all clear that a

realistic model could be developed even if they did attempt to more

adequately represent the functional relations between the variables.

There is the possibility with nonlinear systems that one can never

deduce the actual nature of what is going on inside the system simply

by observing what goes in and comes out.

The construction of a realistic model of the economy is clearly a

very difficult task and this explains why more progress has not been

nade in this direction. Until recently economists had to form very naive

models if there was any hope of solving the model, since computers have

 =
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only recently become available. The biggest gap lies in the fact that

essentially nothing has been done in the study of the behavior of the

economy under unbalanced forces. We reviewed Professor Samuelson's

work which is the most advanced work that has been done on this subject.

It was seen to be for from what will actually be needed to accurately

describe nonequilibrium behavior.

Our conclusion from studying these models is that most of the

task of developing a realistic model of the economy lies in the future.

There is really very little that can be synthesized from existing models

to form a firm foundation for developing the type of model that will be

useful in industrial dynamics.

AttributesofaRealisticModel

In Chapter 1 several properties which a realistic model of the

economy should possess were brought to light. First, we noted that a

realistic model should be a differentiated model both with respect to

consumption and production. It cannot be hoped that the effects of

changes in one sector of production say on the whole economy can be

determined unless the model is sufficiently differentiated. Naturally,

there must always be some aggregation and this brings up the problem,

already briefly discussed, of the best procedures for aggregation.

There does not seem to be any single best aggregation procedure and

consequently as the model is developed decisions will need to be made as

to what is the best way for the purpose at hand. This differentiated

model to be realistic will need to include many variables--the total
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number could easily be in the thousands.

[t was also suggested that the model must be closed, i.e. it must

relate supply and demand so that the behavior of the whole economy

will be simulated. Naturally there will be some exogenous variables,

but these should be at a minimum since in the real world it is difficult

to think of too many variables which are completely independent of the

behavior of the economy. On the other hand, it would be desirable to

be able to "cut open" the model in various places and treat certain

variebles as exogenous. In this way studies could be made which would

demonstrate how the economy would behave if the temporarily exogenous

variables moved in some given way.

Naturally any realistic model of the economy must be a dynamic

model capable of representing the motion of the economy under unbalanced

forces. There is no reason in the world to believe that the actual

economy behaves as a continuous succession of steady states. In fact,

all the evidence overwhelmingly suggests that precisely the opposite

is true. Neither is there any reason to believe that the actual economy

is dynamically stable. The model must be able to represent the most

general type of nonequilibrium behavior. To be able to determine the

aquations which describe the most general modes of nonequilibrium

behavior, it is necessary to really understand the fundamental nature

and structure of the economy. This essentially means that the structure

must be built up from a study of the internal workings of the system.

This would not be so essential if only equilibrium behavior was to be
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considered. Such behavior requires only a much more superficial under-

standing of the actual operation of the economy.

Ordinary difference equations were proposed as the most natural

mathematical instrument for developing the general model of the economy.

This is especially true since a computer must be used to obtain solutions.

It was indicated that differential equations would in all probability serve

just as well as difference equations; however, they would need to be

converted to difference equations to be solved on a computer and con-

sequently one might as well start out with difference equations. As

was indicated previously, time lags will be important in any realistic

model. All the models studied involved only discrete time lags. In a

realistic model there will be considerable aggregation over firms and

individuals (even though the model is differentiated). Under such

circumstances, the time lags approach a continous delay distribution

rather than a discrete lag. The means of treating continous delays

was indicated in Chapter 1. Both discrete and continuous lags may

appear in a realistic model.

Several other points have appeared in our discussion of the models

and related subjects. First of all, it seems reasonable that what we

have called relaxation phenomena could appear in any realistic model.

That is there may be practically discontinuous changes resulting from

a loss of internal equilibrium which will cause the system to shift

from obeying one dynamical law to obeying a different dynamical law.

For example the law determining the investment of some industry on

the upswing might be completely different from that in the downswing,
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and an almost discontinuous change from one to the other may take place

at a turning point. In general most must allow for such behavior.

From the very brief discussion in Chapter 4 of what has been done

on nonequilibrium behavior, the introduction of the dynamical behavior

of prices in relation to other important variables is something which

appears likely to generalize to a realistic model. It is to be expected

that prices will appear in the dynamical equations as well as quantities and

that prices at different points in time will be involved. Unlike the

Leontief system which separates prices and quantities it seems unlikely

that such a separation will be possible in a realistic model. Prices

will not be determined independently of production unless for the

particular industry there is some mechanism for fixing prices. Even

in such a case where these prices are known, it is to be expected that

production will depend on these prices. Thus the whole complex of

wages, prices, consumption, and production will appear and it does not

seem likely that the system will break up in such a way as to allow any

of these to be determined completely independently of the others.

The models which have been studied also point out one or two

things it would be most unfortunate to try and incorporate into any

general realistic model. First of all, it will be recalled that both

of the statistical models, which we have considered the most realistie

of all the models, as well as practically all the other models expressed

all the variables in money terms. This seems completely unnecessary

and in fact could easily be quite a hinderance in any large model in

trying to set up equations representing the actual structure of the
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system. If we are dealing with the production of automobiles, we want

to speak of the number of automobiles produced and not the dollar value

of the production. As soon as a factor is thrown in to convert to

jollar value, we have changed the nature of the equations since the

jollar value depends on the price level. The only way to really treat

rariables in such a way that the real world can be accurately simulated

is to express these variables in what might be called their "natural

mits".

Even worse than expressing everything in dollar units is the

practice employed in the statistical models of reducing all the dollar

amounts to some standard year in order to eliminate price changes. It

would just be unthinkable in any realistic model involving many variables

loxSome standard year. There is no reason at all why this needs to be

true. Equations which really represent dynamic behavior must be able

to account for price changes automatically without the need for reducing

averything to some standard year. Clearly there is nothing sacred about

any one year and there is no reason why it needs to be accepted as an

all time standard. The above is not an argument against price defla-

tion as such. In the statistical models price deflation could have

been taken care of, rather than by referring everything to a hase year,

through expressing things in terms of changes in the variables rather

than in the absolute value of the variables. In this way the ratio of

the price index for the present and past period could be used to convert

things to proper terms. The use of price deflation, of course, means

that we do not have a model which is general enough to work in terms of
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actual prices. It would seem desirable to try and develop the latter

type of model.

In addition to the attributes already considered several more can

be added. A realistic model must treat correctly the flow of information--

delays, distortion effectiveness, etc.; the flow of materials, production,

distribution, etec.; the flow of money--wages, sales, etc. (prices act

as conversion factors between money flow and material flow); and finally,

of course, it must treat correctly the flow of labor. The model must

pe able to knit together the actions of the government, business,

agriculture, and consumers to form a unified whole.

The Variables

The variables that should appear in a realistic model are the

variables which appear in the real world. Many variables which are

ased in the models we have studied do not seem appropriate for a

realistic model. The actual variables of interest are quantities pro-

duced, sales made, wages paid, etc. In this way one should be able to

avoid the pitfalls of making mistakes in accounting identities, or in

computing the gross national product, or in deciding whether investment

is autonomous or ex post or ex ante, etc. Things like the multiplier

which relates change in investment to change in income, etc. will not

appear. By dealing with variables which actually appear in the real world

and are actually measurable, many difficulties can be avoided.
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Ihe Dynamical Equations

As has been indicated many times in the above discussion, the

dynamical equations must be able to represent the actual behavior of

the system under unbalanced forces. To develop these equations it will

be necessary to start with the basic unit of interest whether it be a

firm or a consumer and develop the equations from these basic building

blocks. We must ask just what are the decisions that are made in the

real world and how are they actually made. We must determine the

influence of time lags on the basic unit. Then the influence of other

sectors of the economy in the basic unit must be found. They by adding

up and interrelating the basic units we can hope to develop a realistic

model of the whole economy.

It is not too important to spend a great deal of time arguing

whether or not the results of the wanalysis: will be linear or nonlinear.

Je must accept whatever the real world indicates the actual situation

to be. Some of the equations may turn out to be linear while others

will be nonlinear. Certainly it will not make any difference to the

computer one way or another. In general we would expect nonlinearities

to appear in a number of places. These nonlinearities can have an

important influence on the behavior of the economy. At such a time the

anderstanding of these nonlinearities will become most important. At

the present time, however, it need not be a matter of great concern as

to what the precise nature of these nonlinearities will be since it is

known that the computer won't care.
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Uncoupling the Equations

We have already indicated that a set of simultaneous difference

aquations should provide an adequate mathematical representation of a

realistic model. It should be pointed out that simultaneous means

nothing about the way the variables appear in the equations. Simul-

taneous equations are just a set of equations which all hold at the same

time. Certainly there will be a set of equations which hold at the

same time. In the system of equations for the national economy, we do

not expect in general we can solve one equation for all time dis-

regarding the others. In other words, there is some coupling between

the equations. Usually we cannot advance to a new time until we have

solved all the equations one or two time steps back (how far back this

is depends on how the equations are set up).

It is important and interesting to see just how we might expect

the equations to be coupled together. Now decisions can be based only

on what has happened in the past. They cannot be based on the values

of any variables at the instant the decision is being made. In other

words, what is happening elsewhere in the economy at the precise instant

that a decision is being made cannot influence the decision. Informa-

tion for decision making comes from events which have already transpired

in time. This means that the variables which determine the value of a

variable at a given time are all values at some previous time. Con-

sequently, in any equation there will never appear two variables at the

new time which are unknown. Because of the nature of the decision-

making process, it is then possible to uncouple the equations at each
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time step and solve each one independently of the others. All must

be solved, in general, however, before one can go on to the next time

step. The equations are uncoupled at each time step, but not for all

time.

On the basis of the above arguments it might be felt that in

evaluating the variables at time t, a given variable at time 1 will

appear in only one equation. By the reasoning given on decisions

above this is true. However, under certain conditions, this may not

be true. It seems that it will always be true that the equations can

be solved sequentially, but it may turn out that a variable at the

new time will occur in several equations. This could happen in the

following way: Suppose the time step was something like a month.

Consider consumer expenditures. The consumer expenditures, if paychecks

come once a week or twice a month will then depend on wages received in

between the times at which something like expenditures are computed.

In such a situation the computation of expenditures might most accurately

be obtained by taking an average of total monthly wages for the previous

period and total monthly wages for the present period. This would

bring in wages at t. This is precisely the reason that the values of

the variables for the present period frequently appear in the statistical

models. The time step (usually being one year) is so large that it is

a better approximation to use the present values (values at the end of

the present year) rather than the values at the end of the previous

year. The statistical models do not seem to be completely uncoupled
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i.e. the equations cannot be solved entirely sequently to determine

the variables. They are almost completely uncoupled, however. It would

only take a slight (and perhaps more realistic) modification of one

or two equations to make them uncoupled.

The Role ofStatistics

In general we should expect that the behavior of our model will

not be completely determined even after we have specified the initial

conditions and the exogenous variables as a function of time. Naturally

we would like to make it as nearly completely determined as possible,

but there are certain events which cannot be determined completely.

One cannot be absolutely sure how many automobiles will be purchased

or what the distribution between the makes will be. Instead one may

just have an estimated probability distribution. To take care of this

randomness which can creep in, a Monte Carlo method can be used by

which uncertain events are determined by using a random number table.

It is not easy to say just how important such random fluctuations will

be. However, at the national economy level, where there will be

considerable aggregation, they should tend to smooth out and become

less important than say at the firm level.

The use of statistics may find some additional use in the develop-

ment of the model, however. In statistical thermo-dynamics, statistical

methods are used to derive from the macroscopic laws of motion, the

thermodynamic behavior of the macroscopic system. Statistics is used

not out of necessity but out of practicality. It is in theory possible

to solve the Schrodinger equation for all the particles in the system
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and in this way derive the macroscopic behavior. This is in reality an

essentially impossible task, however, Hence, statistics is used to

casily obtain the gross properties. Something similar to this may

have to be done in the model of the national economy. It is not

possible to treat each consumer (or grocery store) individually. To

obtain the equations for the gross behavior something like statistical

mechanics may have to be used.

Then statistics may enter into the determination of the parameters

in the equations. Whenever possible it is desirable to determine each

parameter directly from theoretical arguments. If each parameter

cannot be determined individually, but instead some must be determined

simul taneously from the data, then statistical methods can be of help in

doing this.

Technological Change Innovation, Research

In any dynamic model technological change presents a real problem.

[t is not possible to predict in advance what radical changes innovation

might bring. On the other hand, technological change and innovation

are not completely exogenous variables since they depend on the amount

spent on research. It does not seem possible to predict what research

will produce. However, it may be possible to incorporate into the

system the possibility of having the equations automatically change

themselves with the proper time lag as new things are developed in the

research laboratories. In other words, once we know that something is

developed at the research stage, it may be possible to build into the
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system the capability of taking this new discovery and actually

introduce into the system hence modifying the system. Given a new

discovery we may be able to have the system modify itself and thus

save the formulators the trouble of continually modifying the

system with each new technological change. There is probably a

limit to how much the system can modify itself and hence for really

radical changes the model may need to be revised by the formulators.

Ihe Future

The results of this work point out rather clearly to the fact

that the task of formulating a realistic model of the national

economy Still lies in the future. There is no question about the

fact that such a model would be of immense value. However, the

development of such a model will be no easy task. The models which

have been constructed yield little in the way of a solid foundation

on which to begin. However, the techniques developed during and

since the war in simulation and feedback systems, along with modern

computers will provide considerable help. In any event, it might

easily require a fairly large number of people working perhaps a

jecade to accomplish the task.
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